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ABSTRACT 
ROSE MARY PfNE 
PREDICTING T HE DE PARTURE AND RETENTION OF BACCALAUREATE PREPARED 
GRADA UTE NURSES PARTIC IPATING IN A TWELVE-MONTH 
NURSE RESIDENCY PROGRAM 
AUGUST20 10 
The pervasive nurs ing shortage a nd the rate of j ob turnover a mong graduate nurses 
(GNs) served to g uid e the research question which exam ined whether the variables job 
satis faction, autono my, c ri t ica l thinking, age, ethnicity and unit of employment were predictors of 
the departure or re tentio n of bacca laureate prepared grad uate nurse residency partic ipants . 
Distinguishing be tween theGNs, who remains, from those, that de prut aids in tbe understand ing 
of the fac tors that affect a new nurse graduate 's transition into and continued employment w ithin 
hospital . 
The study used a quantitative no n-experimental research des ig n employing secondary 
data analysis. Retrosp ective demographic data were collected from graduate nurses who had 
pa rticipated in the s tudy hospita l's nurse residency program from 2005-2009. Of 427 elig ible 
participants 379 (88.75%) participated in completion of a ll four data e lements, Mueller 
McCloskey Job Satisfaction Survey (MMSS), Gerber's Control Over N urs ing Practice (CONP), 
Un ivers ity HealthSyste m Consortium's Critica l Thinking Exam (UHC NRP) and a demographic 
d ata sheet. An adaptation of the Price Mue ller Causal Model (PMCM) served as the theoretica l 
underpinning for this s t11dy. 
The study is o ne of the first such studies that distinguish amo ng th ose GNs who re main in 
nurse residency programs at academic med ica l centers. The results of the study indicate that 
V I 
sat is faction, age and autonomy predict those who leave and those w ho stay with 86.8% accuracy 
o f which a 9% margin of difference between stay ing and leaving. The strongest infl uence a ppears 
to be job satisfac tion. Ethoic ity, unit of serv ice, and cri tical. thinking did not contribute to the 
prediction. This study suggests that nurse adminish·ators should imp.lement multiple tactics to 
retain GNs that fo cus o n job satis faction and autonomy, and nurse educators should strengthen 
experiences that re flect realistic situations that may help soften the shock of the first year of 
employment. 
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CHAPTER I 
rNTRODUCTJON 
Since Kramer's ( I 974) book, ReaLity Shock the problem of de pa riure and retention o f 
baccalaureate prepared graduate nurses (GNs) from hospitals has been the subject of considerable 
discourse (Gerrish. 2000; Beecroft, Kunzman & K.rozek. 200 I; Almada, Carafoli, Flatte rey, 
French & McNamara, 2004; Bowles & Candela, 2005; Ackerma nn , Kenny, & Wa lker, 2007). 
Turnover for graduate nurses during the first year of employment is particu larly high with median 
turnover rates ranging from 35% to 61% (N urs ing Executive Committee, 200 l; Casey, F ink 
Krugman, & Propst, 2004). Over 25% ofGNs have al ready worked for two or more institutions 
s ix to e ight months pos t g raduation (National League for Nursing [NLN], 1 999) and half leave 
their first employer in the first year (NLN. 2006). 
Failure to retain nurses is costly. Every percentage point in nurse turnover costs the 
hospital approximate ly $300,000 annually and hosptials that perform poorly in nurse rete ntion 
pend an average of $3.6 million more tha n those hospitals with hig h retention rates (PwC HRl, 
2007). TI1is revolving door oftumover is quite expensive yet there is limited effective 
in formation on turnover predictors among GN s. (Contino, 2002; U nive rs ity HealthSystem 
o nsortium, ruHCJ, 2006). Distinguishing between those GNs who remain from those that 
de part may aid in the understanding of the factors that affect a new nurse graduate's trans ition 
into and continued e mployment within hospita ls. fn tum, understanding the specific factors that 
predic t early departure may help nurse administrators and nurse educators inll uence job content 
a nd context to retai n GNs. 
Problem of the Study 
The current s tudy is designed to examine variables that may predict the departure and 
re tention patterns of baccalaureate prepared graduate nurse residency partic ipants. Facto rs such a 
job satisfaction, autonomy, critical thinking, and demographic variables such as age, e thnic ity. 
a nd unit of employment were used as predictor variables to disting uish baccalaureate prepared 
G Ns who were retained from those who departed the study institutio n while pruticipating in a 
prescribed 12-mo nth nurse residency program. 
Rationale for the Study 
There is no debate about the nursing shortage, or that this shortage is ongoing w ith scant 
rc I ic f ev ident (Buerhaus, 2009). The turnover among GNs influences the nursing shortage and 
pro mises to have long term effects on patient o utcomes. Whether the shortage is caused by 
dim inished supply or high turnover distingu ishing between those GNs who remain from those 
tha t depart may aid in the understanding of the factors that affect a new nurse graduate's 
tran it ion into and continued employment within hospitals. The infonnation gained in this study 
w i II serve as a foundation in the formulation o f innovative strateg ies to retain GN s. 
U nderstanding tbe specific factors that predict early departure may assist nurse administrators and 
nurse educators to better address factors that will increase retention of newly hired GNs. Given 
that the risks for the s tudy are negligible and potential benefits great, there is justification for the 
re search. 
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Conceptua l Framework 
The Price Mue ller Causa l Model (PMCM) was adapted to guide the research process in 
this study and depicts variables that influence nurse departure (See fig ure L). The findings in this 
study may make a case for the existence o f a complex relationship between the variables under 
s tudy and departure o f theGN. 
Opportu.ni ty 
Routine and 
autonomy 
Particpation 
Instrumenta l 
Communication 
Pay 
Promotion 
Kinship 
Relationship 
Education and 
Training 
Figure 1. Price Mueller Causal Model (Price & Mueller,198la) 
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Turnover 
Price and Mue lle r's model was devel.o ped as an attempt to standardize and simpli fy 
understanding o f the concepts o f turnover a nd j o b satisfaction in va rio us o rganizations (Price & 
Mueller, 1981 ). Price a nd Mueller ' s mode l iocJudes nine variables which infl uence job 
satisfaction and turno ve r. The variables inc lude opportuni ty, routine a nd autonomy, pa rtic ipa tion, 
instrumental communicatio n, pay, promotio n, kinship relationship, intent to leave and education 
and tra ining. T he PMCM conceptualizes de pa rture as a multistage process linking soc ia l and 
experientia l orienta tio ns, a ttitudes toward the j o b, the dec ision to quit, and the behavior of 
actua lly quitti.ng. The re a re multiple determinants, which combine to detem1ine depa rture o r 
staying at an organization (Price & Mueller , 1981 a) . Price and Mueller's model was deve lo ped 
as an a ttempt to s ta ndardize and simpli fy the concepts of turnover a nd j ob satisfaction in various 
organi7.a tions (Price & Mueller, 1981 b). 
Price and Mue ller 's model inc ludes nine variables: routinizatio n, centra lization, pay, 
dis tributive j ustice, o ppo rtuni ty, role overload, professionalism, integration, and communica tion. 
Later, autonomy was added to the variab le I ist (P r ice. 2002). All of these variab les jnfluence job 
sa tis faction and thus, turnover. While Price a nd Mueller ( 1981 a) arg ue that demographic 
variables provide I ittle explru1atory power for turnover and job satis faction , they do reason th at 
de mographic variables may have an interaction effect, and to some degree do infl uence j o b 
sa tisfaction and turnover. 
The mode l s u ggests that there are specific antecedents to turno ver, such as auto nomy and 
job sa tisfaction. Multiple de terminants combine to determine stay in.g or leaving such as 
sa tis faction, autono my , and variety in the j o b (Price & Mueller, J 986). The PMCM has been 
tested and modified over m any years to reflect continuing research in the field (Bean, 197 9; 
Wa kefie ld, Curry, Price, Mue ller, & McCloskey, 1988; Montague, 2004). 
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The Price and Mueller Causal Model is derived from expectancy theory. Expecta ncy 
theory is a process mo tivational theory developed by Vroom in J 964. Expectancy theory 
e mphasizes a person 's effort and performance, as well as the des irability of outcomes resulting 
fro m performance. The theory focuses on the impact of achieving the goal and not the goal itself 
( Vroom, 1964, I 1995). The theory has three dis tinct components: (a) expectancy (b) 
ins trumentality, a nd (c) valence. Expectancy is perceived probability that effort will lead to a 
s pecific behavior, or the degree to which peop le think they can do something (Vroom, 
I 964/ 1995); instrumentality is the probability of attaining a goa ls and va le nce is either a positive 
o r negative outcome. The premise of the theo1y is that all three components are equally of 
im portance and mus t be present to motivate decision-making (Vroom, 1964/1995). To s implifY, 
theGN who takes respo ns ib ili ty for the job will do well and will rece ive rewards. This in tum 
wi ll incrcase job sati s faction. 
The current s tudy was undertaken to predict which spec.ific variables influence g raduate 
nurse departure at the s tudy organization. For lhe purposes of this study, modifications were 
made to the model (F ig ure 2). The modified model illustrated in Figure 2 is not complete, but 
inc ludes s ignificant variables related to nurse turnover. Variables in the modified PMCM model 
re present factors in the work environment that are regarded as influential prior to making the 
dccis ionlo stay or leave. These variables a re autonomy, critical thinking, and job satisfaction, 
a nd the demographic variables of age, unit, and race. 
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Figure 2. Adapted Price and Muel ler Causa l Model 
Job 
satisfaction Twnover 
The modifica tio ns serve as an integrative model of a GN's decision to remain o r depart 
from an employing o rganizatio n. This study suggests that there are specific antecedents to 
depa rture, like j ob satis factio n, autonomy. and critical thinking. Satisfaction and autonomy a re 
key antecedents in the PMC M model. The third variable, critica l thinking is included because 
the literature sugges ts tha t critical thinking may be linked to retentio n among new nurses 
(Boychuk-Duchscher, 200 I ; Del Bueno, 2005, 2001 ; Ackermann et a l., 2007). This study 
hypothesizes that critica l thinking influences the decision to stay o r leave an employing 
institution. Variables such as age. unit, and race are included in this study because stud ies have 
shown these variables may influence the decis io n to depart an organization (Greene, 2005; H a lfer 
& Graf, 2005). It is be lieved that the modified model may be meaningfully expected to predict 
departure among GNs. 
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Assumptions 
The fo llowing assumptions are made for the purposes of this study: 
I . Job satisfaction is static rather than variable. 
2. Departure is based upon mu ltiple processes and not a s ingle event, 
3. Social and psychological influences influence departure. 
4. Baccalaureate prepared GNs bring s imilar levels of nursing knowledge and ski lls to the 
workplace. 
Research Question 
The research question addressed by this study is: Do the variables, j ob satisfaction, 
aut onomy. and critica l thinking, age, ethnic ity, and employing unit predict wh ich baccalaureate 
prepared GNs comple te the nurse residency program and stay employed at the study institution 
and which nurse residents depart the program early? 
Definition ofTerms 
The fo llowing key terms are defined for the purposes of this study: 
1. Graduate nurse - completed a baccalaureate degree nursing program with in six months of 
accepting an en try level position at the s tudy hospital (UHC, 2006). 
2. Job satisfaction- conceptually defined as "degree of affective orientation toward 
employment'' (Mueller & McCloskey, I 990; p. l l3). Operationa lly, job satisfaction is 
defined as the tota l score on the Mueller M cCloskey Satisfactio n Scale (MMSS). 
3. Autonomy- conceptua lly defined as the perceived freedom to exercise authority and to 
assu me inherent accountability for the o utcomes of role performance (Lancero & Gerber, 
1995). Autonomy is operationally defined as total score on Gerber's Control over Nursing 
Practice Sca le (CONP) (Lancero & Gerber, I 995). 
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4. Critical Thinking- conceptually defined as the process of analyzing and understanding how 
and why a certa in conc lusion was reached ( Morrison, Nibert, & F lick, 2006, p. I49). 
Operationally, c ritical thinking is the to ta l score on the Univers ity HealthSystem Consortium 
Nurse Reside ncy Exam (UHC NRP exam). 
5. Departure- conceptua lly defined as the vo luntary or invo luntary Joss of an individua l in a j ob 
(Price & Muelle r, 198 1 ). Departure is ca lc ulated to be the total number of graduate nurses in 
the organization tha t resigned during the time that theGN partic ipated in the nurse residency 
program of study. 
6. Nurse Reside ncy Program (NRP)- a program designed to tra ns it ion the baccalaureate 
prepared nurse fro m student to pro fessio na l nurse (Herdrich & Lindsay, 2006). 
Operationa lly, this NRP program follows the University HealthSystem Consortium (U HC) 
curriculum at the study hospital. 
7. Age- actual number o f birth years. 
8. Race or ethnic ity- a soc ial construct based o n biological characteris tics (Tanner, 1996). 
9. Unit of employme nt- the inpatient units caring for specific patie nts. Each unit has a defined 
unit type and fo r purposes of this study will include critical care units, medicaVsurg ical units. 
women's hea lth units, Emergency Departme nt and Perioperative Departments (American 
Nurses Association, 2 000; Taunton ct a l. , 2 004). 
Lim itatioos 
T he following limita tions influence this study: 
I. GNs included in this study are employees o f a s ingle hospital: there fore findings can be 
generalized only to this set6ng. 
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2. As with any secondary data analysis, the research is li mited by the scope of the previo us data 
collection. T his means that important concepts may not be captured. 
3. The focus of the s tudy is limited to dete rmining the variables that may influence departure 
among bacca laureate prepared GNs participating in a J2- month nurse residency program. 
4. GNs self-selected into the study hosp ita l. Therefore, lheir specific traits may influence 
differences in the varia ble of departure. 
Summary 
There is a nu rs ing shortage and it is compounded by a hig h ra te oftumover ofGNs. T his 
shortage has consequences for educationa l institutions that supply nurses to the hospital, as well 
as the hosp itals tha t provide a satisfying wo rk environment for nurses, and that is ultimately sa fe 
for patients. TheGN needs an optimal work env ironment to succeed and to be retained, ruJd 
tumovcr is influenced by job satisfaction and autonomy and perhaps, critical thinking. 
Distinguishing between the characteristics of those GNs who rema in from those who depart may 
aid in the understanding of the factors tha t affect a new nurse graduate' s transition into and 
continued employment within hospitals. A modified PMCM will be used to guide the present 
approach, illumina ting the multifactoria l na ture of turnover among GN s. Therefore, 
understand ing the specific factors that predict early departure may he lp nurse administrators and 
nurse educators manipula te j ob content and context to retain GNs. 
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C HAPTER IT 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
This chapter is organ ized by the major variables used in the study and pertinent literature 
relevant to ON trans ition. turnover and ro le adjustment. These variables include turnover among 
new nurses and factors affecting the transitio n into practice among new nurses - job satisfaction, 
autonomy, and critica l thinking. Age, ethnicity, race, and unit of employment may play a ro le in 
depar1ure and were reviewed. Pertinent literature re levant to graduate nurse (GN) transition 
programs designed to address the issues of ro le adjush11ent was reviewed as well as turnover and 
competency. 
Conduct of the Literature Review 
!\ review of the literature was conducted via print, Internet, and database searches. The 
central focus of the search was transition programs, nurs ing shortage, turnover, job satisfactio n 
among GNs, role adjustment, competency, and critical thinking in the acute care hospital setting. 
The investigation used the Cumulative Index of Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CTNAHL 
Plus with Full Text) as its primary source. MEDLIN£, ERIC and Psychinfo were used to lend 
breadth and depth. Keywords employed to search databases were nurse shortage, internships, 
nurse residency programs, externships, transition programs, workplace competency, critical 
thinking aKe. unit, race, etlmicity, role transition, critical thinking, and role adjustment. All 
keywords were combined with tJ1e terms GN, new GNs, or new nurse. Other keywords identified 
were nursing shortage and turnover rates. A search of local univers ity libraries and an [nte rnet 
search using Google a nd Google Scholar as a search engine was conducted. lntemet searches 
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generated resources fi-om nursing and other professional organizations that offered news releases 
or publications on the nursing shortage s itua tio n and the essentials of magnetism. In addition, an 
ancestry examination was conducted and the reference sections of the original articles were 
crosschecked for re lated I iterature. 
Nurs ing Shortage 
Throughout nurs ing history there have been alternating periods of nursing shortage and 
surplus (Peterson, 1999). However, it is be li eved that the present nursing shortage is one of the 
most serious shortages facing hosp.itals today. Historically, this is considered ooe of the lo ngest 
lived nurs ing shortages nationwide (Buerh a us, Donlelan, Ulrich, Norman, & Dittus, 2006). Since 
1997, the media has been reporting a severe s hortage ofRNs in the United States (U.S.). 
Estimates of average RN vacancy rates range from I 0.2% to 13%, with one in seven hospitals 
reporting 20% (Spe tz & G iven, 2003). Tn 2000, the American 1-Jospital Association (AHA) 
s urveyed 715 hospita ls about the nursing shortage, and found that there were 126,000 unfilled 
registered nurse (RN) positions (AHA, 200 I ). T he international Ho no r Society for Nurs ing, 
S igma Theta Tau (200 1) confirmed that this shortage is unlike any of those experienced in the 
pas t. 
Historically, these shortages have coincided with economic downturn or war and have 
been reported in 19 1 8, 1928, 1941 , 1966, I 987, 2000, and 2004 (Brewer, 1996; Socbaiski, 2002; 
S me ltzer, Vlasses, & Robinson, 2005; Buerhaus et al. , 2006). According to the National Council 
o f State Boards of Nurs ing (2006) the number of first-time, U.S. ed ucated nursing scboo.l 
graduates who sat fo r the NCLEX-RN®, the national licensure examination for registered nurses, 
decreased by 10% between 1995 and 2004. Jn a report published in Nursing Economic$, Dr Peter 
Buerhaus and colleagues (2006) found that despite the increase in employment of nearly 185,000 
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hospital RNs since 200 I, there is no empirical evidence that the nursing shortage has ended. To 
the contrary, national surveys of RNs and physicians conducted in 2004 found that a cl ear 
majority of RNs (82%) and doctors (8 1%) perceived shortages in the ir workplace. 
According to the American Hospital Association's June 200 I TrendWatch, 126,000 
nurses are needed. S hortages of key medical pe rsonnel, most notably registered nurses (RNs), are 
occun·ing in health care facilities across the nation. Hosp itals in particular, where RNs comprise 
tJ1e largest component of lbe labor force and de liver most of the patient care, are experienc ing 
acute shortages in some parts of the country (The American Hospital Association & Lewin 
Group, 2001). 
Althoug h national vacancy rates dropped to an estimated 8.5% in late 2005, many 
hospitals continue to struggle with shortages of RNs (AHA, 2006) . In fact, independent nationa l 
ra ndom sample surveys conducted in 2004 and 2005 found that a majority ofRNs (82%), 
physicians (8 1 %), hospital chief executive o fficers (68%), and chief nursing officers (74%) 
perceived a nurs ing s hortage in the hospitals where they admitted pa tients or were employed 
(13uerhaus et al.. 2007). Tbe reasons given for the current nursing shortage crisis are: 
I. An aging wo rkfo rce. The average age of the working nurse has increased from 42 to 46 
years of age. More than 60% are o lder than age 40 and o nly 9% of nurses today are 
under age 30. It is predicted that by 2010 40% of nurses will be over 50 (The American 
Hospita l A ssociation & Lewin G roup, 2001 ; Joint Commission, 2003; Puotil , 2005; 
Buerhaus e t al. , 2006; PwC HRJ, 2007). 
2. A largely ho mogenous, female workforce seeking employment opportunities elsewhere. 
Women have traditionally comprised the nursing profession and sti ll only 6% of nurs ing 
positions are he ld by men. Women have more career options than in the past. For 
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example, women graduating from high school in the 1990s were 35% less likely to enroll 
in nurs ing education programs than were women graduating in the 1970s (B uerhaus, 
Needleman, Mattke, & Stewart 2002; The Joint Commission, 2005; Buerhaus et al. , 
2006; Buerhaus, 2009). 
3. Lack of qua l itied facu l.ty . Qualified students are turned away from baccalaureate 
programs because there is limited faculty to support student nurses' learn ing (American 
Association of Colleges of Nurs ing, 2005; Buerhaus, 2009). 
4. Demand fo r nurses to care for an aging baby boomer popu lation that wiJI require even 
greater amo unts of complex care. Complex care poses spec ia l demands. The lite rature is 
clear in that low RN staffing in hospita ls is directly related to adverse patient outcomes. 
For example, the difference between an RN caring fo r four to s ix patients at the same 
time resul ts in a 14% increase in li ke ly death for those patients: an RN caring fo r eight 
patients s imultaneously translates to a 3 1% increase in li ke ly death for those patients 
(Aiken, Clarke, loane, Socha lski, & Silber, 2002; Aiken, C larke, Cheung, Sloane, & 
Silber, 2003; Aiken & Clarke, 2003). 
Turno ver 
This section describes first year GN h1rnover rates, its economic impact, and its impact 
on patient outcomes and nurse outcomes. 
First Year Tumover Rates 
During the first year of employment turnover for graduate nurses (GNs) is high. 
According to a NationaJ League for Nurs ing (NLN) study, half of ne w graduate nurses leave their 
"first employer by the fi rs t year (NLN, 2006). In July 2007 a report released by the 
PricewaterhouseCoopers ' Health Research fns titute ([PwC HR I] , 2007) found that though the 
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a crage nurse turnover rate in hospitals was 8.4%, the average vo luntary turnover for fi rs t-year 
nurses was 27.1 %. Reported median turnover rates for GNs during the ir fi rst year of employment 
range from 35% to 6 1% (N ursing Executive Committee, 200 I; Casey et a l. , 2004). Compounded 
by a significant nurs ing shortage and hjgh turnover ofGNs the pro blem of finding and retainino 
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new nurses is a s ign if icant problem. 
There are many reasons given fo r turnover among theGN po pulation. [nd ivid ual reasons 
fo r tum over among GNs range from job d issatis faction to powerlessness (Kramer, 1969; 
'antucc i, 2004; Good e & Williams, 2005); systemic reasons for G N turnover include preparation, 
or p ractice gap, (Kramer, 1974; Beecroft, Kunzman & Krozek, 200 I; Acke rmann et al., 2006: 
Herkow. Virkstis, Stewart, & Conway, 2008); and a silo approach to orientation, complex patient 
needs, a nd a complex hosp ital environment (O ' Brian-Pallas, et a l, 2008). Ranging from j ob 
dissatis faction and powerlessness to lack of c ritica l thinking skill s, it is evident the GN needs an 
o pt ima l work enviro nment to succeed and to be retained (Kramer, I. 969; Santucc i, 2004; G oode 
& W illiams. 2005). 
Acclimatio n to the setting causes an ino rdinate amount of em o tio na l pressu re on GNs. 
Santucci (2004) hig h! ighted the pressure theGN feels in order to fit in with members of the 
hea lth care team. Dealing with resistant staff, feeling uncomfortable w ith posing new ideas or 
q uest ioning accepted practice, <md negotiating with physicians are role expectations for these 
advanced beginners; and, the literature suppo rts the notion that this is indeed a difficult tas k. 
Boychuk-Duchsher (200 I), in a qualitative s tudy of the first two mo nths of p ractice found that the 
baccalaureate GN experiences enormous frustration being depende nt o n others to r he lp w ith 
teas ing o ut complex or even s impJe patient pro blems; they felt dra ined from the dichotomy of 
pract ice and school and reported that they we re searching for more s ta bili ty in practice. F rom the 
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employers' perspective, GNs aren' t perfonning at the highest le vels. A survey conducted by the 
National Council of State Boards of Nursing (NCSBN) asked chief nursing administrators if GNs 
were prepared to give safe, e ffecti ve care. O nly 4 1.9% of those employers surveyed (N = 1230) 
reported effectual, safe care (Smith & Crawfo rd, 2003). 
Turnover a mong GNs affects the health care institution. Fa ilure to retain nurses is costly. 
Every percentage po int increase in nurse tum over cost<> the institution an averaae of $300 000 b , 
annually, and hosptiaJs tJ1at fai l to retain the ir nurs ing personnel spend an average of $3 .6 million 
more than those hospitals with high retentio n ra tes (PwC HRJ, 2007). Replacement costs for 
average medical-surg ical nurses is estimated a t $92,000 (Robert W ood Johnson Foundation , 
2006). The economic impact of nurse turnover is costly and is often underestimated beca use of 
de ficient definiti ons of cost of replacement (O 'Brian-Pallas et al , 2 006). Cost is usually estimated 
due to the idiosyncra tic nature of reporting in the literature (Health Care Ad visory Board, 2000; 
Pine & Tart, 2007). The Hea lth Care Advisory Board (2000) estimated that the cost of nurse 
turnover is four to fi ve times higher than is typica lly accounted for after the loss of productiv ity 
associated with acquiring new hires is cons ide red. The Advisory Board further asserted t hat 
usual direct costs are a pprox imately 2 l% while the hidden costs of lost productivity are 70% . 
T his includes a 4% loss predeparture, I 5% loss for the vacancy, and an 81 % loss while the new 
hire achieves a productive leve l. Aiken & C la rke (2003) concluded that turnover among nurses, 
a nd in particular amo ng GNs, is a concern fo r nursing management for three major reasons: 1) 
high costs of recruitme nt, 2) high costs of orientation and training, and 3) loss of new nurse 
productivity. 
However, the negative effect oftumover among GNs does n ot relate to costs alone . 
Turnover among nurses is a lso related to de le terio us outcomes for patients. There is a greater 
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like lihood of patient death with low RN to patie nt ratios (Aiken et al., 2002; Aiken & C larke. 
2003~ Aiken et a f.. 2003 ). In April of 200 I , the Hea lth Services Research Administratio n 
re leased an impressive s tudy that was subseque ntly reported in the New E ngland Journal of 
M ed icine. The s tudy , "Nurse Staffing and Palient Outcomes in H ospitals" was based on 1997 
data collected fro m m o re than five million patient discharges from 799 hospita ls in I 1 s tates 
(Needleman Buerha us. Mattke, Stewart, & Z elevinsJ..")', 2002). This s tudy found a stro ng and 
cons istent re lations hip be tween nurse staffmg and fi ve outcomes in medical patients: urinary tract 
infection, pneumo nia, s hock, upper gastro intestinal bleeding, and length-o f-stay. A higher 
number of registered nurses also were associa ted with a 3% to 12% reduction in t11e rates of 
ad verse outcomes. while a higher staffing level for all types of nurse s was associated w ith a 
decrease in adverse v u/comes, ranging fro m 2% to 25%. 
Canadian nurs e researchers, Toura ngeau, Giovannetti, Tu, and Wood (2002) fo und tha t 
retaining more expe ri e nced nurses on the ir units appeared to decrease preventable deaths in 
hospitalized patients, and corre lated nurse ex perience with mortality in Ontario, Canada. 
Perfo nning a series of regression analyses they de termined that: 
1. A 10% inc re ase in the proportion o f RNs across all hospital types was assoc iated with 
live fewer patient deat11s for every 1,000 discharged patie nts. 
2. In urban community hospitals, each additional hospital mean year of nurse experience 
was associated w ith six fewer patient deaths for every 1,000 discharged patients. 
3. In non-urban community hospitals, each additional hospita l mean year of nurse 
experience o n the c linical unit was associated with four fewer patient deaths for every 
I ,000 discharged patients. 
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4. The mea n ris k-adjusted 30-day mo1·tali ty rate for all sample hospitals was l 5% ( 150/ 1000 
patients disc harged). 
The Nationa l State Board of Nurs ing s urvey (Smith & C rawford, 2003) found tha t 
a lthough 57% o f the c hie f nursing officers (CNOs) thought graduate nurses were unsafe for 
practice, 38% of new graduates had s ix to seven patients assigned to them per shift and 1 1% had 
more than seven patients assigned. These findings show that GNs in practice is a problematic 
is ue. Despite this, o ther recent research documents that nurses prepared at the baccalaureate 
level provide care with better patient outcom es than nurses prepared at other leve ls (Aike n et a l., 
2003). These studies show that tumover is detrimental to patient o utcomes, nurse outcomes and 
ha a negati ve impac t economically. 
Role Transition and Socialization of theGN 
Although tra ns itio n and socializatio n o f GNs is a cha llenging concept to explain, there is 
a bundant litera ture about the status of GN tra ns ition and socialization and its influence o n 
turnover. f-' rom this, the reader finds that the expe riences of newJy registered nurses canno t be 
discounted. An overview of the seminal works of Kramer and Benner set the stage for this ro le 
tra nsition and socialization process. Pe rsistent themes from the lite rature are then shared . These 
themes reveal that the transition phase is viewed as a rite of passage, a time of powerless ness and 
a stressful period. 
The New Nurse and Transition into Practice during the First Year of Employment 
Nearly 40 years ago, Kramer (l974) in vestigated the experience of reality shock, the 
difficult process o f trans itioning from student nurse to competent nurse at the bedside. Rea li ty 
s hock represents a powerful cognitive dissonance that the new baccalaureate GN feels during the 
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first twelve to e ighteen months of practice. This process has been high lighted in Kramer 's ( 1974) 
seminal work, "Reality shock: Why nurses leave nursing."' Defined as " the reactions o f new 
workers when they find themselves in a work s ituation for which they have spent severa l years 
preparing and for w hic h they thought they were go ing to be prepared, and then suddenly find they 
are not; ' reality hock is the collision between the newly prepared baccalaureate GN and the 
ex pectations of the bureaucratic structure of the academic medica l center environment (Kramer, 
1 974 p.7). Kramer ( 1969) fo und in 1968 that during the first ten to thirteeo weeks of the hospital 
trans ition, ·· ... the neophyte nurse changes and expresses a feeling of betrayal, blaming their 
educational faci lity for their inability to cope and ' fit ' into the acade mic medical center 
environment" (Kramer, 1969, p. 200; Kramer, 1974, p.6). 
Kramer ( 1974) explained tJ1at reality s hock leads to high turnover, absenteeism, increased 
orientation time, a nd decreased commitme nt to the o rgan ization. Further, the transition to 
competent nurse a t the bedside is even more c hallenging under less than ideal conditions (Kramer 
& Schmalenberg, 2002). Kramer's (1969) early findings stem from extensive studies of role 
conflict, and her find ings indicate a profound c lash between the professional values held by the 
g raduate on leaving nurs ing school and the organizational values of the work setting. Kramer's 
later works describe further con nicts wi th low job satisfaction, turnover, and organ izational 
climate (Kramer & Schma lenberg, 2002, 2003). An organization that does not support the real 
work of nursing leads to high tu rnover among employed nurses. Moreover, the inverse is true-
that a supportive o rgan iza.tional climate leads to increased job satisfaction a nd less turnover 
among nurses (Kramer & Schmalenberg, 2003, 2002). 
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Kramer' s early work (1974) described three major problems, wh ich relate to new GNs' 
transition. The first is the change from a student role to a more informal learner role in the 
hospital setting. Second, the new graduate does not receive concrete feedback on performance 
and ultimately, the new graduate is unable to incorporate the cultura l norms of the organization. 
In other words, the incorporation of U1e RN ro le is complex, and witho ut the proper support, the 
GN develops reality shock. 
The identity of a nurse is formed during this critical period, the first year to e ighteen 
months post gradua tio n. For example, a major cha llenge faced by theGN is prioritization 
(K ramer, 1.974). It is o ne thing to prioritize the care of one or two patients as a student nurse 
under the direction of a faculty member and it is quite another to prioritize the care of fo u r to fi ve 
ill pat ients alone. T heGN must learn to ba la nce these priorities, and in order to do this must 
passively accept or confonn to the accepted but questionable norms of the .hospital unit (Kramer, 
J 974). These pressures-should I do what 1 was taught in schoo l; should l look up the answer to 
my question in the lite rature or should l do what the other nurses on the unit do-are inordinate. 
Learning to balance these pressures is the work of reality shock (Gerrish, 2000). 
Kramer ( 1974) identi.fied four phases that all new graduates must attend to as they 
trans ition into competent nurse at the bedside: 
I. The Honeymoon Phase: The first phase post graduation, where theGN is 
idea listic and enthusiastic about being a nurse. 
2. The Shock Phase: Nursing is not what is expected. Conflict between what was 
taught and what is reali ty occurs. Expectations are not met and the graduate may 
fee l anger, disappointment, and fatigue. 
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3. The Recovery Phase: TheGN gains a new point of view. A renewed enthusiasm 
fo r nursing and increased satis faction with nurs ing occurs. 
4. The Resolution Phase: The fo urth and final phase of reality shock is the 
reso lution phase. Adaptation to the current job or worse bum-out may occur. 
Kramer ( 1974) notes that the best outcome of reality shock is bicultural adaptatio n, the 
reso lution phase. The ne w graduate integrates the two conflicting va lue systems of school and 
work into a success ful framework for practice. Kramer's ( 1974) tindings indicate that unless new 
graduate are as istcd to resolve the conflicts they encounter, not o nly will j ob satis factio n be 
difficult for them to achieve, but they will adopt Jess than ideal work va lues. And, the outcome is 
o luntary or in o luntary tennination from the o rganization (Kramer, 1974). Reality shock 
continues to be a pro blem in the health care setting (Oermann & Moffitt-Wolf, 1997; Case y e t a l. , 
2004). 
Influence (if Patricia Benner 's Research on Transition into Practice 
The definition of workplace competency and the influence of critical thinking in nursing 
has long been debated (English, 1993; Astrom, Furker, & Norberg, 1995; Ferrario, 2003). For 
orne, it is a series o f va lidation tools and check I ists measuring various skill sets in an o bjecti ve 
manner (Orsini, 2005; Owens et a l., 200 I ; Puntj(, 2005); for others, it is more than a psychomotor 
kill . Workplace competency is a holistic phe nomenon that invo lves judgment, intuition, and 
c ritical thinking us ing a rnultimodal approach (Benner, 1984; Hom, 2002; Redfern, No rman, 
Colman, Watson, & Murrells, 2002; Lo isseau, Kitchen, & Edgar, 2003 ; Casey et al.2004; 
Rosenfeld, Iervo lino , & Bowar-Ferres, 2004; Hal fer & Graf, 2006). And, still others do no t know 
the best way to be info rmed about the nurses' workplace competency (Pew Health Commission 
Report, 1995; The Jo int Commission, 2003; Sm ilh & Crawford, 2003 ; PwC HRI, 2007). 
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Benner ( 1984) provided a framework for competency development from novice to expert 
nurse. In her influe ntia l work, Benner ( 1984) reports on her qua litative phenomenologica l study 
to under tand diffe re nces in clinical performance of beginning and expert nurses. The study 
uncovered five levels of bedside clinical nurs ing skill. The first level is the Novice who has no 
experience in the practice of nursing. The Novice is unable to app ly what has been taught in the 
c lassroom to the c linica l situation. The next leve l. the Advanced Beginner learns to .identi fy 
guidelines of nurs ing actions and elements o f nursing practice. However, as Benner indicates, the 
Advanced Beginner regards all patient concerns of equal importance and is often unab le to 
differentiate the prio rity in actual clinical s itua tions. The Advanced Beginner is leam ing what is 
most important a nd how to prioritize patient care .. The Competent nurse is the third leve l and 
Benner notes that it m ay take two to three years to feel skill mastery. The Compelenl Nurse will 
express a feeling of m astery of skills and the ability to cope and manage difficult situations in a 
c linica l etting. T he Prqficient Nurse. the fo rth leve l of skill has the ability to see the big p icture 
and makes significant decis ions based on what is best for the patient. The last level is the Expert 
Nurse. TI1is nurse o pe rates on an intuitive level. This nurse has the abi li ty to quickly ana lyze a 
ituation and hone into a safe, effective so lutio n . Benner (1 984) e mphas ized that the expe rt is 
building on previous experience to make logica l decisions. In a I 982 article, Benner notes the 
expert " ... encounters many actual practical s ituations that adds nuances or shades of diffe re nces" 
(p.407). 
Benner, in comparing nursing compe tencies in relation to the Dreyfus Model of Skil l 
Acquisition, emphasizes that an expert nurse's perfo rmance is more ho listic and not fractured as 
in other levels oflhe nurs ing practice. Benner (1982; 1984) saw nurses building on previous 
concrete experiences to make logical and safe decis ions in active practice. From her researc h, the 
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resultant narratives presented a powerful vision o f nursing from the beg inner and expert point of 
V ICW. 
1'ru11sition as a Rite of Passage 
Transition into the professional role of registered nurse has been described as a rite of 
pas age that innuences successful role ass imilation (Tradewell. 1996; Reising, 2002). Support ing 
this idea is a quantitative study by Newho use, Hoffman, Sulflita, and Hairston (2007). T hese 
rc earchcrs investigated whether an internship can improve new nurse socialization into an acute 
care selling. The internship, known as Socia l and Professional Reality Integration Program 
(SP RING) served as the independent variable . M easures of successful role integration were 
operationally defined as retention rates, anticipated turnover, and sense of belonging and 
o rga ni L.a tio nal commitment. A quasi-expe rim ental, post1est only, contro l group design study was 
used. 
The sample cons isted baccalaureate or associate degree prepared GNs who partic ipated in 
the SPRING progra m, and a control group o f GNs from one unit who did not partic ipate . The 
Organi7...-1tiona l Commitment Questionnaire, Modified Hagerty-Patusky Sense of Belongi ng 
Instrument, and Anti c ipated Turnover Scale were the instruments used . Reliability of the 
ins trumenlation was no t reported. There was no significant difference in organizational 
commitment between times. There was a difference between baseline and six-month measures (p 
= .009). There were s ig nificant differences in s ix-month SPRING respondents and baseline (p= 
.03 1) and 12-month SPRING respondents (p= .040), with six-month nurses having a lower sense 
of belonging overa II. 
This would seem consistent with the Reality Shock Model by Kramer, which suggests 
that there is a dec line in sense of belonging and satis faction at month s ix. Anticipated Turnover 
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was higher for control nurses thru1 for internship GNs. There were s ignific81lt differences 
between 12-month retention between the SPRING group and the comparison group (chi sq ua re = 
6.032, p = .014). Altho ugh the retention rate for SPRlNG grad ua tes was descriptively highe r for 
both 18 (72% vs. 64% ) and 24 months (59% vs. 47%), there was not a stati stically s ignificant 
change in the number of participants. 
Jn an expert o pinion piece, Trade well ( J 996, p. 1 83) defined and described the transitio n 
from GN to staff nurse as the "Rites of Passage." There are three phases: separation, transition, 
and integration. During the transition phase, theGN transforms from his or her fonnal status as 
student, but does no t rea lly progress into an RN ro le. Folkways pursued by theGN to fit in were 
adopting the dress of the unit, completing the fonnal ized orientatio n, and surviving shift work. 
The process of socia lization in tbe acute care faci lity was explicated. Tradewell (1996) suggested 
that theGN has trans itio ned into an .R.N when theGN is included into the goss ip and storytelling 
o f the unit; she no tes, " ... socialization is the passing of a role from o ne person to anothe r" 
(p. I 87- I 88). 
Reising (2002) conducted a grounded theory study to explore the early socialization of 
new critica l care nurses. lnterviews and journa ls of participants (N = 1 0) during the first four to 
five months of the socialization experiences w ere collected. Precepto rs were interviewed to 
triangulate data following conclusion of the data collection with the new nurses. The researcher 
co ined the tenn "navigating the challenge" wben describing the transition from depending o n 
preceptors and becoming independent. Navigating the challenge was the core variable found in 
this grounded theory study o f novice critical care nurses. A five step approach is used by the 
no vice critical care nurses to " navigate the cha llenge." The steps are the prodrome, welcome to 
the unit, disengagement, on my own and reconc iliation. As new nurses gained experience over 
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the five months of the ir orientation expectations o f their performance changed. Each day the 
novice nurse had to determine the expectations being held of them by their preceptor, their 
management team and the physicians and develop a strategy to meet the expectations. Once the 
new nurses assim ilated the cues they were successful in navigating the challenge. 
Delaney (2003) conducted a Husserlian phenomenological study to investigate GNs 
trans ition during the orientation process at an acute care facility. Ten GNs agreed to participate 
over the 12-week orientation period. Transitio n as a journey or a passage was a major the me 
identified by the researcher. Delaney's work supported the findings of Godinez, Schweiger, 
Gruver and Ryan ( L 999) who found that trans ition among GNs is a passage. This research also 
corroborated the findings of a quantitative study by Oermann and Moffitt-Wolf( J997) who found 
that there is a strong relationship between stress and support and successful transition. 
Interestingly this s tudy o bserved the importance o f reflecting on practice to promote transition. 
In a Canadian. qualitative researc h s tudy conducted by E IJerton and Gregor (2003) the 
novice and advanced beginner saw patient care as a predictable, linear, sk ill-set driven activity. 
Ten graduate nurses participated in interview sess ions and described their expectations, their 
degree of prepared ness and thei r performance during their first year of practice. The graduate 
nur es found that the relationship with the preceptor helped in the ir successful assimilation to the 
unit. 
Transilion as Conflict, Loss, and Powerlessness 
Boychuk-Duchscher (200 I) investigated new nurse socia lization in a naturalistic 
qualitative study. which revealed a profound disconnect among GNs and tbeir employer's 
expectations, thus supporting the notion of a difficult transition for GNs. The dilemma of giving 
quality care was in direc t conflict with tl1e perce ived employee expectations of efficient care. 
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Other di lemmas were the high expectations o f colleagues. New graduates felt caught between 
practic ing tJ1e standards that had learned in their undergraduate education and incorporating them 
into the real world . T he most interesting finding was that theGNs fe lt little control over their 
practice and their opportunities to affect change in the work env iro nment. The findings o f this 
art icle led Boychuk-Duchscher and Cowin (2004) to portray the marg inalization ofGNs in their 
first year of employment and to suggest that theGNs experience difficulties with socialization 
and integration because o f inadequate preparation from undergraduate education and an 
oppressive work enviro nment, which does not pe rmit them to develop their full profess io nal ro le. 
T\venty- even graduate nurses partic ipated in God inez's et al. ( 1999) grounded theory 
s iUdy on the trans itio n of GNs and staff during the fi rst three weeks of orientation. Th irteen 
partic ipants graduated from a baccalaureate program and l4 graduated from a diploma program. 
T he selling was a 250-bed level-one trauma center. A log was maintained by theGNs to faci litate 
daily communication with the manager and educator. Five themes emerged after content ana lysis 
by the team of resea rchers. These themes were labeled: rea l nurse work, guidance, trans itio nal 
procc scs, institutiona l context, and interpersona l dynamics. The themes revealed the need for 
supervision between the manager-educator and the preceptor. It spo ke of the necessary and 
important relationship the GN has with the preceptor. The researchers suggested tbat without the 
support of the preceptor and the influence of the nursing leadership, adjustment to the unit would 
be s tressful and difficult. In this study, the conflic t between the ro les of student nurse to 
practic ing GN was exposed. 
In a descriptive, comparative repeated measures designed study, Casey et al. (2004) 
studied the stresses experienced by cohorts of graduate nurses work ing in s ix acute care hospitals 
in Denver during the first 12 months of employment. There were 240 participants in the survey, 
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which was distributed at the sta1t, at month s ix, and at month twelve. Among the surveys 
adm inistered, open-ended questions on comfort, confidence, and relationships were included. 
The nanat ives were a na lyzed by the researchers, and themes re lated to powerlessness and 
frustration with the inability to influence change in the work environment surfaced . 
International ly, Maben, Latter. and C lark (2006) and Mooney (2007) provide support for 
lhe discrepancy in ocialization among newly qualified nurses in the United Kingdom (UK) and 
in Ire land . Both speak of the powerlessness of the newly qualified nurse and the lack of support 
from the hospital to effectively integrate into the hospital environment. Mooney (2007) reported 
on twe.lve newly qualified lrish nurses who shared their perceptions of becoming newly qualified 
nurses. Using a grounded theory approach, the following themes " old habits die hard" and 
powerlessness emerged . These fi ndings are a lso consistent with findings of studies by Delaney 
(2003). Boychuk-Duc hsher (200 I) and Boychuk-Duchsher and Cowin (2004) who found that the 
GN felt unable to change accepted practice, experienced ambiva lence, and felt marginalized. 
Ji-ansition as Stress 
An encouraging, supportive environment is imperative in easing the challenges of 
trans ition among GNs. ln a quali tative study of 16 GNs, Thomka (200 I) examined GN 
interactions with pro fessional nursing staff during the first year of professional practice. The 
re lationship and import o f the mentor relationship is described. A questionnaire was given to 
s ixteen RNs of which five were BSN GNs. Thematic analysis showed that GNs sought a 
nurturing mentor who desired to work side by s ide with theGN, " [h]aving one mentor for two to 
s ix weeks would he lp" (Tho:rnka, 200 I, p.16-17). The theme of being stressed and overwhelmed 
by the unit was ev ident. Most were not greeted wannly on their units, which Jed to thoughts of 
leaving nursing or that particular institution. 
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In a descriptive study, Oermann and Moffitt-Wolf(l 997) reported that GNs experienced 
a moderate amount of stress during the orientation period. Only 35 GNs participated in this 
s tudy. Significant corre lations were found between support and c linicaJ performance (r =.57; p < 
.00 I). Stresses in descending order were lack of experience, interactions with physicians, Jack of 
organizational ski lls, and new situat ions. There was no correlation between social suppo rt and 
stress. A positive corre lation was found between socia l support and development of confidence. 
One other recently conducted quantitative study supported this notio n. Casey et al (2004), in 
their study ofGNs in s ix acute care facilities in Denver, CO found that theGN fe lt that it took 12 
months to feel comfortable in the acute care setting. 
In summary, a literature review of the socialization of theGN into practice reveaJs the 
fundamental problem that it is difficult to trans ition, and that there is a consistent link be tween 
ocializa tion and retention and job satisfaction. As the reviewed studies indicated, socia lization 
o f new graduate nurses is convoluted and there are strong links among the ir sense of belong ing, 
ocial support, and the assumption of the professiona l nurse role. 1l1e studies elucidate the 
complex ities oftransition from the role of GN to pro fessional at the bedside. Clearly, deg ree of 
job atisfaction and positive relationships. as we ll as autonomy is influenced by the qual ity of the 
tran it ion into the acute care environment. Nevertheless, there is no agreement on the best 
approach to ease the difficulties of the trans itio n process for GNs. 
Job Satisfaction a mong Graduate Nurses 
Job satis fac tio n is a complex phenomenon and has many definitions. Mueller and 
McCloskey ( 1990, p. l 30) define job satisfaction as ''the degree of affective orientation toward 
employment." The concept of job satisfaction has been widely studied among nurses in general. 
However, there is little research on job satisfaction among a specific group of nurses, theGN. 
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Although very little is currently known about what satisfies the recent RN graduate, in 
previous studies, investigators have exp lored the concepts of job satisfaction and intent to s tay. 
T umover among GNs has been closely linked to job satisfaction. As a resul t, job satisfaction has 
been frequently repo rted as a significant predictor of turnover (La rrabee, Janney, Ostrow, 
Withrow, Hobbs, & Burant, 2003). In a study by Hal fer and Graf (2006), job satis faction and 
intent to stay improved s ignificantly among 80 GNs (N=84) in an academic medical center 
ho pita I by month e ig hteen of employment. These results were consis tent with Kramer' s (1969) 
o riginal work on reali ty shock among baccalaureate prepared GNs where the variables consistent 
with job sat isfaction worsened at month s ix and month 12 before they improved by month 18. 
Early stud ies o f GNs showed that increased j o b satisfaction and intent to stay were associated 
with less job stress, s trong re lationships with co lleagues, and satisfactory j ob schedules (Hinshaw, 
Smeltzer. & Atwood , J 987; Gardner, 1992; Winter-Collins & McDaniel, 2000). Roberts, Jones, 
and Lynn (2004) examined job satisfaction of recent RN graduates and found that tbose intending 
to remain past 12 months were more satis fied with aspects such as schedule, co-workers, 
interaction, profess iona l opportunities, praise and recogn ition, con trol. and responsibili ty. Greene 
(2005) claimed that sources of job dissatisfaction for nurses under the age of32 included poor 
work/personal life ba lances, an organization not focused on patient needs, outdated medical 
equipment, and insufficient development opportunities which led to increased turnover. 
New nurses experience a cogn itive dissonance between the realities of the practice environment 
and the inability to uphold the va lues learned in the classroom environment. This disconnect 
a ri es from the diffe rences between the organ izational culture of the school and hospital, which 
lead to decreased job satisfaction and resignatio ns. Kramer ( J 969) and Kramer and 
Schmalenberg (2003, 2002) posit that nurses leave the profession based on multifactorial reasons 
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like job satisfaction, ins titu tional climate. degree o f autonomy, support from colleagues and 
rewards; and this appears to be based on needs theory. The link between j ob satisfaction and 
rete ntion remains complex (McCloskey, 1974). 
In a more recent study. using d1e McCioskey-Mueller Satisfaction Scale (MMSS) 
Roberts , Jones, a nd Lynn (2004) surveyed 123 baccalaureate prepared GNs who worked in the 
acute care scning. Few worked in the outpatient setting. The MMSS had a reliabili ty e stimate of 
.45-.85. The researc hers examined the relatio nship between inte nt to stay and job satisfaction. 
T he most compe lling finding was the relatio nship between satisfaction and intent to stay. Those 
who indicated they we re like ly or very like ly to stay in their current position had the high est level 
o f j ob sati faction in seve n out ofilie eight areas of the MMSS. T ho se who were like ly to leave 
had wider disagreeme nt between what was impo rtant to them and their level of satis faction, 
\vhich was stat istica lly s ign ificant. 
In a descriptive , comparative study of270 GNs, Casey et a l. (2004) queried GNs on j ob 
satis faction. The instrument used was no t deta iled. Most were not satisfied with sala1y (34%) 
and 40% perceived a lack of opportunity fo r career development. H owever, there was 
sa tis faction (73%) w ith feed back from managers and educators. And, those who worked a t 
academic medica l centers had higher levels of satis faction than those at rural locations. 
I Ja ffer and Graf(2006) conducted a study on pe rceptions ofthe work e nvironment and j o b 
. a tis faction for GNs in the first J 8 months of e mployment at a 265-be d tertiary hospital. T he 
II a I fer-Graf Job/Work Environment Nursing Satisfaction Survey was g iven at three, six, L2, and 
18 months of employme nt. Re liability measures revealed a spli t/half re liability of .89 and a test-
re test reliabili ty o f .92 at three months and .88 at 18 months, indicating adequate reliability. The 
rctum rate for this ma iled survey was 46% . E ighty-fo ur were in the sample. By month 12, the 
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re te ntion for this cohort was 80%. This study revealed waning satisfaction suggestive of a 
re la tionship with Kramer' s reality shock model. GN satisfaction dec lines at month three and 
month six, which corresponds to the shock phase of the reality shock mode l. 
Allier and Krsek (2006) reported the effects of participating in a one-year nurse residency 
program (NRJ>) on degree of job satisfaction and retention of graduate nurses. Using a 
prospective, longitudina l des ign, II I baccalaureate prepared GNs from six academic medica l 
ce nters completed a job satis faction questionna ire on two occasions; at hire and at completion of 
the o ne-year NRP. The MMSS was used to assess job satisfaction in this population. Contrary to 
pre viously described s tudies, total satis faction scores rema ined stable from onset to completion of 
the program except in two areas, satisfaction wi th praise and satisfac tion with professiona l 
o pportunities. Interes ting ly, the average satisfaction with co-workers across ethnic grou ps was 
s tatistica lly significant (p= .002). Black, Hispanic a nd Asian American nurse residents re po rted 
less satisfaction. w ith colleagues than White colleagues. 
Winter-Collins and McDaniel (2000) examined the relationship between sense of 
belonging and job satisfaction in theGN. A mail survey was sent to 250 randomly selected GNs 
w ho took the RN licensure exam between January 1996 and January 1997. Only 107 GNs 
returned the survey. The anonymous survey asked questions pertaining to demographics, work 
place environment, interpersonal relationships, and j ob satisfaction. Job satisfaction was 
measured by U1e MMSS. Sixty-nine percent of the respondents worked in an acute care setting 
and 38% were BSN educated . When units were com pared, obstetrics had the longest orientation 
and one of t11e highes t scores for total job sati sfactio n, 3.3 on a Likert-like scale of one to five. 
H ome health had the strongest total satisfaction , 4.1 ; however, they bad the lowest number of 
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R Ns. There was a positive relationship noted bet ween sense of be longing and total job 
atisfaction among GNs. 
In a study perfonned by Gardner ( 1992) in partnership with McCloskey, 166 new 
graduates were asked to participate in a survey on perceived j ob conflict at six months and at 12 
months of employment. This study had hig h s ubject mortality. By month 12 only 34 subjects 
remained in the study; most lett the study because of resignations. The MMSS was used to 
measure job satis faction. Lnternal consistency was reported at .89 for six months and .90 for J 2 
months indicati ng adequate interna l consistency. The research indicates that job conflict has an 
inverse relati onship with j ob satis faction. 1l was found that those who had more confli ct had less 
job satisfact ion (r = -.53). 
In a recent a rticle, Anderson Linden, Allen, and Gibbs (2009) measured the job 
sat is faction and engagement perceptions o f new nurses after comp le ting an interactive nurse 
res idency program us ing a mixed qualitative and quantitative methodo logy. Beginning with L20 
new nurses and ending with 90, the Halfer-Graf Job/ Work Environment Nursing Satis faction 
survey was adminis te red at the completion o f the interactive res idency program. The Ha lfe r-Graf 
Job/Work Environment Nurs ing Satisfaction Survey was developed by Hal fer and Grafto 
determine RN 'perceptions of their work environment and j ob satisfaction, including sources of 
professional fulfillment and perception of the wo rk environment over time. Dissatisfiers 
identi fied were lack o f team work, sched uling, and physician dis respect. Satisfiers were patient 
care and outcomes and working on a ·'good" team. Findings support previous research on job 
satisfaction and GNs. Statistical analys is was not shared. 
In summary, most of theGN job satisfactio n research used descriptive, correlational, and 
phenomenological des igns. There were not any reported studies us ing a randomized control trial 
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des ign. All ust:d se lf-admini stered survey m· open-ended questions and in most cases, the MMSS 
measured common va riables like salary, atis faction with schedule, autonomy. professiona l 
opportunities, and praise and recognition associated with job satis faction . Agreement exists in 
the literature that GN s re porting low satis facti on a lso experienced difficulties or concerns w ith 
colleagues. There i so me research that questio ns a linear re latio nship between satisfactio n with 
sa lary and intent to lea ve . One study reported a flat j ob satis faction from point of hire to mo nth 
I 2 of employment (A I tier & Kresk. 2006). 
Autonomy and the Graduate Nurse 
Despite scru1t re ported research on the re lationship of autono my to turnover amo ng GNs, 
there are cvcral stud ie documenting a cons iste ntly strong relationship between autonomy and 
sati faction among human service employees a nd hospital-based nurses. Using meta-analysis, 
Spector ( I 986) found tha t human service employees who perceived a high degree of contro l over 
a s ituation were fo und to be motivated, committed, and involved. Consistent with this finding, 
I I in shaw et a f. , ( I 987) found that among hospita l nurses, autonomy had a positive impact o n j ob 
atis faction. Further, in a study performed by Price (2002), resul ts s howed that when experienced 
nurses enjoyed autono my and social integration, they were more satis fied, and thus, more like ly 
l o stay. 
Kramer's ( 1969) hallmark study on bacca laureate prepared nurses informed the reader as 
to why GNs leave nurs ing . Ln that study, Kramer surmised a strong multifactorial relationship 
a mo ng satisfaction, auto nomy, and turnover. Significant is autonomy, a variable that strongly 
in fluenccs the decis ion to stay at academic medical centers. Later, Casey et al. (2004) reported 
that graduate nurses who participated in a nurse res idency program and voiced dissatisfaction 
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with the work environment and frustration with their perceived lack of autonomy were mo re 
likely to leave the organization. Etheridge (2007) conducted a qualitative phenomenolog ica l 
descriptive study (N= 6) examining the perceptions of recent nurs ing graduates about teaming to 
make clinical judgments. G raduates with baccala ureate degrees in nurs ing were interviewed three 
times in nine months to determine their perceptio ns of how they learned to think like nurses. One 
theme that was uncovered was autonomy and its importance as a condi tion of success as a new 
nurse. 
Ln an Austra lian study, Takase, Maude, and Manias (2005) used two methodo logies, a 
corre lational survey des ign and an exploratory qua litative design to test whether t.be relationship 
between nurses' wo rk values and their perception of the environment cou ld explain job 
performance and inten t to leave. A total of 346 surveys were returned, accow1ting for a response 
ra te o f 37%. Paired t tests fa iled to support the pe rson-environment fit assumption, as a 
s tat istically sign ificant difference was found between nurses' work va lues mean score (mean= 
4 .89) and the mean score of their perceptions of their work environment (mean = 4.23, t = 17 .18, 
p < 0.00 I). Nurses re ported that their needs fo r income and recognition were not met in the ir 
current work enviro nments. 
Contrary to othe r studies, the study 's w ork perfonnance and jntent to stay results 
suggested that job perfo rmance is not a function of a linear relationship with values and work 
environment; instead, it should be examined as a curvilinear relationship (Takase et al., 2005). 
Meanwhile, intent to leave was found to be a function of a linear relationship with values and 
work environment (F = 0 .07, p < 0.05). One o utcome was that autonomy had a pos itive 
corre lation with intent to stay and salary variables did not influence intent to stay (t = 22.5 1, P < 
.00'1 ). Ofnote, the mean age of participants was 33.6 years. 
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Cowin and co lleagues (2008) conducted a descriptive corre latio nal des ign study with a 
long itudinal e lement to examine a causa l model o f Austra lian nurses· self-concept, j o b 
satis faction, and inte nt to stay. A questionnaire was mailed over two time periods to measure 
nurses' self concept, intent to stay and jo b satisfaction. The researche rs had a response rate o f 
26 .5% (N =528). The mean age o f partic ipants was 46. ln this study, se lf-concept is 
multidimensiona l, influenced by autonomy. Nurses' self-concept was found to have a s tro nger 
assoc iation with nurses' re tention plans (r = .45). Aspects of pay and job tas ks were no t 
ign i ficantly re lated to re tention plans, however, pro fessional sta tus (r = .51), and to a lesser 
extent. autonomy (r = .24) were significant factors . 
In an Ita lian s tudy, investigators us ing a descriptive study to assess the first job 
experiences ofGNs. (N =4 l) found that supervised a utonomy was a d etermining factor in 
selecting the initia l hospital for employment. Fo r this group, autonomy from the first day was a 
determining facto r in m aking a decision to stay a mong GNs (SD = 1.65; p = 0.004). The ave rage 
age of the partic ipants was 24 (Palese, Tosatto, Bo rghi, & Maura, 2007). 
In summary, a utonomy is linked c losely with j ob sati sfaction among nurses and m ay 
moderate the re latio nship with intent to stay or depart. Most of the studies were descriptive or 
comparative in nature a nd focused on nurses from the general population and not a speci'fic 
population of nurses like GNs. Similar to the U.S . s tudies, most of the international studies were 
descriptive; and the studied populations cons is ted ma inly of experie nced nurses. A curvilinear 
re la tion was found suggesting a variable, more complex, and more difficult to identify association 
than a linear relatio nship. 
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Critical Thinking a nd Graduate Nurses 
The relations hip between departure a nd critical thinking has been insufficiently studied. 
The literature is devoid of studies linking c ritical thinking to its re lationship to retention among 
GNs. However there a re several studies !.inking competency and critica l thinking skills to 
successfu l integra tio n in the work environment from the point of view of nurse administra to rs, 
ed ucators and GNs. F irst, assessment of and measurement of critical thinking and compe tency 
among nurses in the workplace is discussed . Next, nurse administrators and nurse educa tors' 
perceptions of GN critica l thinking and competency is shared. Fina lly, GNs own perceptions of 
their critica l thinking and competency are revealed. 
Benner ( 1984) and Del Bueno (200 I, 2005) concur that measuring critical thinking is a 
complex process. Critica l thinking is likened to c linical judgment a nd workplace compe tence in 
its a bil ity to use clinica l judgment to perfo rm tasks with desirable outcomes; in addition it is a 
dynamic interplay of the afTective, cognitive , a nd psychomotor domains. The Pew Report (1995) 
ca lis for continuing workp lace competence assessments, but did not provide guidelines in the area 
o r propose a competency assessment tool. Determin ing workplace competence, which is a 
regulatory requirement, is difficult at best (Tbe Jo int Commission, 2 003); and, recomm endations 
from this agency ca ll tor evaluating competence, but do not make specific suggestions on 
continuing competency assessment. 
Assessmelll ofCompelency in Lhe Workplace. 
Competency may be an indirect measure ofGN critical thinking in the workplace . 
Competency in the workplace has been detennined by a variety of methods including self-
assessment, checklists, preceptor and manager narratives, and teacher-made and standardized 
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tests. There is contro ve rsy on what is the best type of instrument to measure competency in the 
workplace for theGN. 
llorn (2002) recommended regular validation of psychomotor skills and further proposed 
asse mcn t of critica l thinking skills through testing either throug h a standard test or simulation 
testing. The New York Univers ity nurse res idency program (NYU NRP) used a checklist 
s trategy to determine competency of their GN hires. Preceptors measured success of competency 
over a six-week pe riod (Rosenfield et al. 2004). The NYU NRP used s ix tools to measu re 
competency. Narrati ve notes and a rating sca le of performance were maintained for the entire 
internship. Aga in, a preceptor evaluated perfo rmance and there was no discussion on the 
expcr1ise of the preceptor and no discussio n of the reliability ofthese instruments. Authors 
recommended usc of a II s ix instruments to detem1ine GN workplace competency (Rosen fi e ld et 
a l, 2004). 
Owens et a l. (200 1) used a competency-based check list to meet regulatory requirements. 
GNs performed se lf-eva luations while their preceptors simultaneous ly evaluated theGNs. 
Findings revea led the new g raduate nurses scored themselves much higher in their performa nce 
o n complex s ituations. T he preceptors scored theGNs consistently lower in all areas requiring 
decis ion-making. 
Lindsey and Kleiner (2005) measured competency by self-report in their study of the 
e ffects of a nurse res idency program on compe tency and retention. The definition of competency 
was merged with fee lings of autonomy and confidence. TheGN who partic ipated in their 
program was able to perform 36 general ski11s with a high degree of self-repor1ed confidence and 
competence. Seven too ls were used to measure competency of 20 GNs who participated in the 
program. These included three teacher- made tools and four standardized tools that measured 
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j udg ment and critica l th inking. rn this study, a control and experimental group were compared on 
a ll tests. Those tha t pa rtic ipated in the program met critical think ing and interpersona l 
communications s tanda rds. 
Del Bueno (2 005, 200 I) developed the Perfonnance Based Deve lopment System (PBDS) 
in 1987 and has u ed this tool used to measure critical think ing, technical and interpersona l skills 
competence among a ll nurses, inc lud ing G Ns. Videotaped vignettes o f complex but conuno nly 
occurring media l surg ica l scenarios are shared . De l Bueno (2005) likens these scenarios to actual 
fa ilure to rescue s itua tio ns. Hospitals develop the ir own peculiar answer key to the scenarios and 
compare the new nurse's response to the hospita l's standard respo nse set. Del Bueno exp la ined 
that these scenarios a re witho ut cues and the re fore best renect rea l life s ituations and are 
inherently more va lid ( De l Bueno. 2005, p. 28 1). Jn Del Bueno 's eva luation of her PBDS 
program, only 35% o f entry levels GNs meet cl inica l j udgment expectations at initial assessment 
and a fter reassessment w ith the PBDS, 70% o f theGNs have met the standard established by the 
individual institution (De l Bueno, 2005). 
Despite be ing diffi cuJt to quantify , c r itica l thinking has been merged with feelings of 
a utonomy and con fidencc (Lindsey & Kle ine r, 2005). fn fact, a descriptive corre lational s tudy by 
Z urrnehly (2008) on factors influencing job satis faction in nursing was explored among a 
convenience sample of 140 RNs. The nurses fill ed out the Watson G laser Critical Thinking 
A ppra isal (WGCTA) a nd the Minnesota Satisfaction Questionna ire (MSQ). Results indicated 
positi ve correlations be tween total job satisfactio n and autonomy and c ritical think ing. A o ne-
way ana lysis of va riance was used to analyze mean differences between groups based on total 
MSQ and WGCTA sco res. Analysis demonstrated a significant pos itive correlation (r = .442 , P 
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< .05) between WGCTA total score and the MSQ. There was a statistica lly significant pos itive 
correlation between job satistact ion and perceived autonomy (r = .538, p < .05). 
Nursing Administrators · Perceptions ofGN Critical Thinking Skills 
I lealth care leadership perceived the GN was limited in her/his ability to function 
pro ficiently. Nearly te n years ago, the Hea lth Care Advisory Board ide ntified that poor 
communication with hea lth care providers and inadeq uate treatment intervent ions were a 
constraint in hiring GNs (Health Care Advisory Board, 2000). Jn agreement with the Health Care 
Advisory Board, a survey o f 142 hospital s systems and hospitals over a 1 0-year period by Del 
Bueno (2005) found tha t at time of hire, o nly 35% ofGNs could meet expectations in the areas of 
interpersonal relationships. technical skills, a nd c ritical thinking. 
Goode, Pinke rton, McCausland, Southard, Graham. and Kresk (2001) surveyed chief 
nursing officers (C NOs) from 44 hospitals. T his influential descriptive research study showed 
that the CNOs perceived BSN nurses to be less task-oriented and to exhibit more profess ional 
behaviors than did the associate's degree o r diplo ma graduates. T he CNOs in this study pre ferred 
to ern ploy BSN nurses. Nonetheless, in their descriptive study, Goode and colleagues (200 J) 
found a plethora o f pro blems in critical thinking among baccalaureate GNs, including de legation, 
prio ritization, and perfo rmance of high volume, low risk skills and lo w use, high-risk skills. T he 
study served as pillar of support for the institution of nurse residency programs for BSN 
graduates Further, employers often indicate that GNs are entering the worJ...force with limited 
c ritica l thinking skil ls (Health Care Advisory Board, 2000; Goode & Williams, 2004; National 
Counci l of State Boards of Nursing [NCSBON], 2006; Nurs ing Executive Center, 2007). 
Lowry, Timms, and Underwood (2000) surveyed nurses who precepted, managed o r 
educated BSN GNs employed in a 500-bed hospital in South Caro lina. The researcher-developed 
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urvey exhibited a Cronbach Alpha of .99 and was administered to 68 respondents. Areas in 
which baccalaureate prepared GNs were least pre pared were basic c linical skills and procedures. 
organizat ional and time management skil ls, a nd ability to manage g roups of patients. Areas in 
wh ich new BSN graduate were best prepared were professiona lism, broad knowledge base, and 
patient assessment. 
A longitudina l study of baccalaureate prepared nurs ing students conducted by Ryan and 
Hodson ( 1992) found that employers rated the GN at or above the expected level of performance. 
T he survey studied nurs ing students from 1983 to 1987. An author-developed survey was mailed 
to 140 nurse supervisors of BSN prepared GNs. Survey content was focused on leadership, 
communication, skills, and professionalism. Va lidity and reliability were established by content 
expert and in terrater re liability was established by GNs. 
Educators and Critical Thinking Skills ~f BSN Prepared GNs 
In 1986, Stull a nd Katz designed an explo ratory descriptive study based on the Benne r 
model to determine if baccalaureate prepared GNs met performance expectations in the acute care 
sett ing. The split between nursing service a nd nursing education, with regard to skill expectations 
for new baccalaureate graduates, was challe nged in this study of 123 nurse administrators a nd 
educators. Two questio nna ires measured idea l expectations for and rea l perceptions of entry level 
competencies of new B SN graduates. The hypothesis that there is a vast difference between 
educators and admini strators on GN skill sets was not supported. Ra ther, the results of paired t 
tests indicated that the major problem was the vast difference between the idea l expectations and 
rea l functioning for bo th serv ice and educatio n. ft appears that ne ither service nor education is 
satisfied wi tJ1 the pe rformance of the new BSN graduate. 
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Another long itudina l study conducted by Maynard ( 1996) s uggested that critica l thinking 
ability did not significantly change during the educational period; but in its examinatio n of the 
relationship of critica l thinking to professional competence in BSN GNs, findings did support that 
s ignificant changes occurred after a period of professional nurs ing practice (p < .005). The 
experiential component o f practice emerged as the key influencing factor on the development of 
competence and critica l thinking. A cross-sectional sample ofGNs fro m one nursing program 
were selected. Two cohorts of responding GNs were formed; they participated in measures of 
c ritical thinking as a sophomore and a senio r. A sub-sample was g iven the third critical thinking 
test. This resulted in a sam ple size of 12 1. T he instruments used for this study were the W atson 
G laser Critical Thinking Appraisal (WGCTA) (!= .75) and the Schwerin 6-Dimensions ofNurs ing 
Perfo rmance Scale (Cronbach Alpha=.978). 
Graduate Nurses · Perceplions of Their Critical Thinking Skills 
Learning to think c ritically is a large part of becoming a nurse and tbe evidence suggests 
that GN's perceptio ns of the ir critical th inking skills are impacted by the ir percept ion ofthe ir 
competency (Etheridge , 2007). ln the following studies, GNs perce ptions of their critical thinking 
skills was highly innuenced by their perceptio ns of psychomotor skills perfonnance, their ability 
to pe rform thorough eva luations of the patient s ituation and finally by communicating with others 
about their patients in a supportive milieu. 
A hallmark s tudy eva luating the impact of a nurse residency curriculum on perception of 
competency demonstrates that residents perceive their growth in terms of their ability to organize 
and prioriti ;;r..e, communicate, and provide c linical leadership with the influence of a structured 
residency program (W·illiams, Goode, Krsek, Bednash, & Lynn, 2007) . Previous descriptive 
work has shown that manag ing the care of multiple patients, making dec isions about c linica l 
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priorities, and communicating with others in the care setting were areas in which new 
bacca laureate graduates express difficul ty (Brassier, 1993; Oermann & Moffitt-Wo lf, 1997; 
Lowry. Timms. & Underwood, 2000; Casey et a l. , 2004). The res idency was designed to 
strengthen the res idents ' abilities in these areas; thus, these fwd ings provide some confirmation 
that residents felt they were growing in their competency in providing qua lity patient care. Data 
from the residents (N= 679) from six differe nt. s tates was obtained. One instrument, the Casey-
Fink Grad uate Nu rse Experience Survey, a quantitative and qualitative instrument with a 
C ro nbach Alpha o f.89 showed increases in pe rceptions of ability to organ ize and prioritize 
communication and leadership over a 12-mo nth period (U HC, 2006). 
Competent performance was more likely when theGN rece ived support provided by 
nurse friends and/ or had a preceptor with strong c linical and communications skills (Bras ier, 
1993). For instance, the purposeofa srudy by Oermann and Moffitt-Wo lf( l997) was to assess 
the stresses, challenges. and threats experienced by new graduates during their initia l orientation 
a nd to examine the re lationship of socia l support to these stresses, cha llenges, ru1d threats. T hirty-
five new graduates fTom three Midwestern metropolitan hospitals participated in the research . 
G rad uates were found to have a moderate degree of s tress. The predominate stresses in 
descending order were lack of experience as a nurse, interactions w ith physicians, lack of 
organizational ski lis, and new s ituations and procedures. Half of the new graduates (n = 1. 8) 
identified their cha llenges as new clinica l expe riences, such as techniq ues a nd procedures, 
learning to set priorit ies, adapting to the graduate nurse role, a11d inte racting with physicians. 
New graduates did not feel tbeir initial c linical experience was threatening. The social support 
scores indicated that most of the new graduates s tudied had an adequate support system. tn this 
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study, graduates identified consistent, suppo rtive preceptors as facilitating their learning a nd 
develop ing their confidence. 
Cantre ll a nd Browne (2006) reported o n a survey performed on GNs who pa11icipated in 
an externship program . The statistical data was not shared. The researchers found that there was 
a s igniticant amount of self-reported stress a mo ng theGNs as they re nected on their practice. 
Mundane things like finding the storage closet to obtain supplies for patie nt care caused stress 
a nd anxiety. Lack of knowledge of the e nviro nme nt meant certain incompetence to theGN. 
Horsburgh ( 1988) conducted an ethnography of I 0 GNs, and found that tJ1e GNs were 
overwhelmed when asked to conduct themselves as nurses in situations in which they felt they 
were not competent. Some of these situations were demonstrating IV ski lis, changing patient 
condition, or even communicating with the hea lth care tean1. The new GNs rated themselves as 
highly incompetent in this area. 
Casey et al. (2004) studied the stresses experienced by cohorts of GNs working in s ix acute 
care hospitals in Denver during the first 12 mo nths of employment. A key finding was that 
g raduate nur es felt tha t it took at least 12 mo nths to fee l comfortable, competent, and confident 
practicing in the acute care setting. The most difficult time was between six and 12 months when 
competence was influe nced by support from preceptors aod others providing orientation and 
training. GNs identified their lack of compete nce in organization, time management, and 
performance of skills (Oennann & Moffitt-Wolf, 1997). Casey et a l. (2004) reported tha t after 
participation in a year- long nurse residency program GN self-report o n the Casey-Fink Graduate 
N urse Experience Sca le included statistically s ignificant improvements in self-reports o f 
competency, including the abi lity to safely care for complex patie nts, communicate with 
phys icians, and to provide leadership. 
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In summary, only 35% ofGNs meet e ntry employment require ments in the acute care 
cit ing (Del Bueno, 2005). Contradictory e vide nce exists on whe ther theGN is able to 
demonstrate effective problem solving skills, prioritize effectively, a nd manage time effic iently in 
the context of the acute care setting. Some s tudies demonstrate the GN is not prepared to perform 
problem solving, del ega tion, or critical thinking skills, whereas o ther studies show improvement 
in tho e skills over time. Jones and Brown (199 1) suggest that critical thinking is a requirement 
lo r true autonomy. In fact, theGN feels ill-prepared to perform competently at hire. Regardless, 
a utonomy, and critica llhinking skil ls play an important role in nurses' total j ob satisfactio n a nd 
appear to innuence depruture. Critical thinking facilitates the advancement of competency and 
a utonomy which affects j ob satisfaction and thus departure. 
Demogra phic Influences 
Among the predictors o ftumover that have been examined, indi vidual nurse 
c hnractcristics of age, race, and unit have bee n fo und to affect retention . Blegen ( 1993) 
conducted a meta-ana lys is of 48 job satisfaction studies (N = 15,048). There was stable lower 
o rder associations (r = .20) between job satisfaction, age, race, and unit. This subsection will 
review relevant lite rature re lated to age, race, and unit of employment, and its impact on 
departure job satis fac tio n, autonomy, and c ritical thinking. The e,Usting evidence may support 
the idea that age, race or ethnicity, and unit of employment are important considerations in 
dctennining strategies for rete ntion ofGNs. Given the current patte rn of high turnover rates 
a mong GNs it is important to pay heed and work to retain nurses. 
Age 
Age has been fo und to have predictive va lue in several studies that have been conducted 
to investigate the age-j o b satisfaction relationship in the health care setting. Over twenty years 
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ago. Blegen and Mue lle r, using PCCM ( 1987) in their longitudinal work of job satis faction in 
nurse . . found that age and working the day shift were both pos itive ly related to job satis faction. 
In another example. the results of the study by Kaemar and Ferri s (J 989) on RNs (N = 81) in one 
hospita l supported bo th a U-shaped and a linear relationship between age and job satis faction. 
The lowest extrins ic j o b atisfaction occurs during the 30's and 40 's, generating aU-shaped 
re lationship; and the highest intrinsic job satis faction occurs in the SO's, generating a linear 
re lationship. A unique study performed by M cNeese-Smith and Van Serve lien (2000) looked 
specifically at age, development, and job stage in relationship to j ob satisfaction . productivity. 
and o rganizational commitment. They discovered that in nurses (N = 41 2) across three fac ilities, 
de c lopmental stage and age combined significantly predict job satis faction , productivity, and 
org<lllizat ional cornm itment. The study makes important contributio ns to the study of j ob 
~at is faction 
Likewise, researchers have studied nurses where the age-j ob-satisfaction relationship was 
not supported. Adams a nd Bond (2000), in a descript ive study, surveyed 1,499 UK nurses with a 
54% response rate on j ob satis faction, and found no differences between job satisfacti on scores 
according to nurses' age and level of educatio n (p < .000 l ). A study of nurses in Taiwan a I so 
found no diffe rences in job satisfaction based o n age (Chu, Hsu, Price, & Lee, 2003). lL is critica l 
to note that their study sample (N=308) was very age homogenous, with 92.5% of the nurses less 
than thirty years o f age. More recently, Best a nd Thurston (2004) s tudied predictors of j o b 
satis faction in nurses us ing a framework that inc luded organizational, work environment, and 
personal variables. The instrument used was the Stamps and Piedmonte Index of Work 
atisfaction.lnterestingly, the researchers compared satisfaction scores by age group. While they 
did not report data fo r a II groups, the researchers noted that with the exception of profess io na I 
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s tatus, 35-39 year o lds reported the lowest satis faction scores. The 45-49 year old cohort had the 
highest satisfaction scores with the exception of autonomy. Olher differences were found 
between age groups o n interaction, professional s tatus, and task requirements (Best & Thurston, 
2004). 
Lu, White, and Barriball (2004) published a literature review of job satisfaction among 
nurses. They included more than fifty international studies and provided a comprehens ive 
analysis of contributing factors and outcomes ofjob atisfaction in nurses. Factors that had 
strong, moderate, or s light relationship with j ob satis faction were presented. In five studies, age, 
yea r of experience. and educational level were identified as having only a sl ight positive 
relationship wi th j ob sati sfaction. 
Race 
Research studies on the association between satisfaction, a utonomy, critical thinking and 
departure and the variable o f race are limited and connicting in their fmdings. Adams and Bond 
(2000) found a weak association between the general variable of race among 843 UK nurses in an 
author-developed survey. Differences were found between scale scores according to nurses' age, 
level of education, or le ngth of ward service (p < .000 I). Thus, drawing the conclusion that race, 
age, and unit have far less influence than do quality o f working re lationships and collegiality. 
In a recent publication, Smith, Crow and Hartman (2007), reported on a secondary 
a nalys is on I 0.000 nurses us ing data !Tom the National Science Foundation to determine if 
differences in attrition exist between Black and White nurses. The analysis found that B lack 
nurses were more likely to demonstrate employment stability and be employed full time. The 
authors suggested that this was to due to traditional factors which result in White women leav ing 
the work force to raise families. Jn a contrasting secondary analys is using data from a 2000 
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National Sample Survey ofRNs, Jones and coJieagues (2005) reported on the racial composition 
o f the workforce and the composition of the genera l population. T he o bjective of this project was 
toe am ine nursing employment patterns for White and non-white nurses to serve as a bas is for 
developing effective recru itment and retention strategies and ens uring a highly qualified and 
diverse nursing workforce to meet changing societal needs. The results indicate that nurses were 
more likely to leave ift.hey were non-white. T here were no other s ig nificant differences in 
employment patterns by race (Jones, Be lyea, Gates, Mark, & Pink, 2005). 
Type of Unit 
There are two studies that hypothesized higher turnover rates based on unit of 
employment for nurses. In the first, Leveck and Jones (1996) tested a model of care us ing a 
cro s-sect ional structural equation modeling des ign among three types of nursing units and two 
measures of job satisfaction . A total of 63 inpatie nt nursing un its among four acute care hospita ls 
in the U.S. were used . All R.Ns on the units were invited to participate and there was a 59% 
response rate. Nurses employed on medical-s urgical units perceived higher levels of j ob stress 
than nurses employed o n other type of specia lty units. Nurses on medical-surgical units were 
mo re likely to resign . 
The second research study, a descriptive one conducted in the Midwest among five 
community or rural acute care hospitals, invited a total of 537 R.Ns and 115 LVNs to participate. 
In this study satisfaction and retention were higher on intensive care units and labor and delivery 
units. Turnover was higher on medicine units than on surgica] units (p < .007) (Wakefield et al. , 
1988). 
Ln brief, there is li ttle research on GN departure and genera l demographic characteristics 
like age, race, and unit of e mployment. However, it appears that nurses' social and profess ional 
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re lation hip with nurs ing and colleagues. the ir own critical thinking skills, and the ir autono my 
were more salient than general characteristics w hen considering reasons for departure from an 
organization. 
New GN T rans ition Programs 
The issues surro unding transition of theGN into practice seem insunnountab le. T he Joint 
om mission (2003 ) asserted in their white paper on the nursing shortage, that transition programs 
des igned for theGN were often fragmented, have no systematic structure, no oversight, and no 
funding. Thus, examining characteristics and o utcomes of trans itio n programs during this new 
e ra o f nursing sho rtage is appropriate and wo rthy of review. 
There are two ma in types of new graduate transition programs fo und in the litera ture . 
The e are nurse inte rn and nurse residency programs. Nurse extern programs are discussed in the 
pro fessional li tera ture as des igned primaril y fo r the participation of students during the summer 
preceding the ir las t yea r in nursing school (Hug hes et a l. , 1993; Tritak et a t., 1997; Rush e t a l. , 
2004 ). 
Nurse Intern Programs 
Overview. Inte rnship programs re po rted in this .literature rev iew were all designed to 
c lose Lhe gap between the student role and the competent nurse a t the beds ide role, and as a 
ma rke ting tool for recruitment and retention. Seven programs were examined and all were 
c linically focused (Hunter & Moore, l990; A lmada et al. 2004; Blanzo la, Lindemean & King, 
2004; Marcum & West, 2004; Newhouse et a l. , 2007; Owens et a l. , 200 l ; Woods & Cra ig, 2005). 
Cand idates for the programs were primarily GN s, but a military inte rnship program was open to 
RNs transitioning to the military. The authors se parately reported on the effect of their program 
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o n their GN popula tio n (Bianzola et al. , 2004 ). Internship programs accepted GNs from a ll threc 
basic nurs ing progra m s, a lthough one was desig ned for BSN gradua tes (Bianzola et al. , 2004). 
Structure and process. Program leng th varied from eight weeks to 16 weeks. Two 
internship programs and a n academic partnership did not specifY the duration of their progra m 
(Newhouse et al., 200 7; Woods & Craig, 2005) . All interns rotated through a combinatio n o f 
d idactic or classroom presentations with guided c linica l experiences. T opics varied from 
commonly occurring m edica l problems to de legation issues. Determinations of topics fo r 
presentation were not exp lained. Five program s gradually increased c linica l contact ho urs as 
intern s became more acclimated to the enviro nment. In most cases the intern was partnered with 
a preceptor. While ne ve r defined in these a rtic le s, it seemed implic it that the preceptor was a 
q ualified experienced nurse who assiste~ , gu ided, taught, and encouraged the new nurse. T he 
ixth program had theGN partner in what was called, ··a married state·• w ith a preceptor for a 
minimum of twenty-fo ur hours per week. T heGN had the same ass ignment as the precepto r with 
no adj ustments or inc reases made in patient load (Almada et al. , 2004). TJ1e number of GNs 
participating in the inte rnships varied wide ly fro m 18 to I 00 participants. Other than licensure 
e lig ibility, no other admission requirements w ere explained. It was not c lear from the artic les 
whether time commitme nts to remain on staff were prerequisites for e mployment. 
A mixture o f conceptual mode ls influe nced the structure o f the curricula. Krame r 's work 
( 1969) on reality shock influenced the earliest inte rnship program (Hunter, Pollman & M oore, 
1990). Del Bueno 's and Altano's compete ncy-based model and principles of adult learning we re 
used in the mi litary inte rnship program (Bianzo la et al., 2004). Benner's Novice to Expe rt model 
was used as the theoretical framework for anothe r program (A lmada e t aL 2004), and Newho use 
e t a l. , (2007) used a syste ms approach to deve lop he r curriculum. 
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Ou!comes. Of the seven reported programs, one used a standardized instrument to 
measure effectiveness (Newho use ct al., 2007). a nd a ll measured tur-nover rates or retentio n ra tes. 
Retention was not de fined operationa lly in the a r1icles, but it seemed reten tion was defined as 
GNs remaining to completion of the program. T he range for re tentio n was from 73% to 95%. 
Newhouse et al. did no t s hare I 2-month reten tio n rates but did enjoy a 72% retention rate a t 1 8 
mo nths. The program repo rted by Woods and C raig (2005) enjoyed a 92% retention rate. T his 
program wa developed in partnership with a univers ity nurs ing school. An interesting 
pheno menon fo und by W oods and Craig (2005) was that retention was influenced by reg ular 
attendance. Almada et a l. (2004) reported a 95% retention rate among GNs. Modeled on the 
Vcm1ont Nurse Inte rn Project, the internship was a collaborative effort among the Board of Nurse 
Examiners for Vermont, and Deans and Directors from that state. 
Blanmla et a L (2004), Newhouse et a l. (2007), and Woods a nd Craig (2005) utili zed 
contro l and experime ntal groups to assess program effectiveness. Retention was compa re d 
between groups that had the program and groups that did not have the prog ram. Retent ion was 
variable. Almada et a l. (2004) surveyed their inte rns retrospective ly three months post-
comple tion of thei r inte rns hip program. The remain ing three progra ms reported their effects with 
su ~jective eva luation. Hunter, Pollman, and M oore ( 1990) used a type of formative evaluation to 
identity those interns at high risk for resigning. C riteria for identifyi ng the high-risk intern were 
not defined. Those inte rns were channeled into informa l discussion g ro ups that were c lassified as 
s upport sessions. Con.nic t management was a discussion item at these meetings. 
To sum up, a typical internship ass igned GNs to a permane nt unit after rotation through a 
variety of clinica l units. A ss ignment loa preceptor for the duration of the intemship occurred . 
Th ere was progressive introduction of c li1tica l contact time. Didactic content was not detailed, but 
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mo re attention was g iven to deve lopment of technical competence. Retention varied and 
preceptors were a key e lement for successfu l in tegrat ion. 
Nurse Residency Program 
Overview. T he las t type of program examined was the nurse residency program (NRP). 
Five programs are detailed (McHugh, Duprat, & C lifford, 1996; O lson et al. , 200 .1; Rosenfield et 
a!. 2004; Santucci, 2004; UHC, 2006). Each program expressed different goals and outcomes. 
Admission criteria varied fro m organization to organ ization. Length and intensity of program 
' as variable. Ultimate ly, these programs were designed to ease the trans ition of tbe new 
grad uate to the work env ironment. Yet, goa ls o f the programs were broad based. For example, 
a ltho ugh Beth Israel Hospita l desired a compe tent nurse at the beds ide, the competency was 
ac tua lly expressed as " demonstrate the centra lity of nursing" (McHugh et al.1996). 
Structure and process. Given that GNs have difficul ty adjusting to the demands ofthe ir 
firs t positions and have a high turnover rate, nurse residency programs (NRP) have been touted as 
a method to a) improve job sa tisfaction and p revent turnover (The Adv isory Board, 2002; 
Amer ican Associat ion of Colleges of Nurses, 2002; The Joint Comm ission, 2003; Casey et a l. 
2004), b) promote com petency and sat isfactio n (Boyer, 2002; Herdrich & Lindsay, 2006), and c) 
pro mote satisfaction, a utonomy and professio na lism (Ul-fC, 2006). 
There was variab le program length among the five programs. Duration could be as long 
as two years to as b rief as e ight weeks (McHugh et al. , 1996; Santucci, 2004). Benner' s 
frame work of professional practice and mode l of skill acquis ition provided the framework for 
four o f the fi ve programs (Mc Hugh et a l., 1996; Rosenfield et aL, 2004; Santucci, 2004; UHC, 
2006). The student nu rse res idency program used Olson's mode l of seamless transition (Olson et 
a 1. 2001 ). Three out of the five programs partnered or consulted with a bacca laureate nurs ing 
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program. These programs were notable fo r their utilization of a research design to evaluate 
effects (Olson et a t. , 200 1; Rosenlield ct a l. , 2004; UHC, 2006). Enrollment varied by program. 
T he UHC program partne red with five different academic med ical centers for a total of 847 
BSNs. New York Un ivers ity's program ave raged 170 residents pe r year. Otherwise, enrollme nt 
information was scant. 
The UHC NRP and the program from New York Univers ity were planned aro und a 12-
monlh curriculum. Nurse residents met once pe r month for four to five hours. Meetings were 
structured around topics of leadership, safety, a nd evidence-based prac6ce (Rosenfield et al., 
2004; UHC, 2005). Networking among res idents from different c linical areas was encouraged. 
In addi tion to didactics, the UHC program. a lso introduced resource management. The UHC 
NRP was deve loped in partnership with the American Association of Colleges of Nursing 
(AACN). A steering committee was formed w ith membership from AACN members and Deans 
a nd C hiefNursing Officers from academic medical centers. The ir input provided direction for 
the curriculum, evaluatio n moda lities, and the research. 
Only BSN GNs were eligible for three programs (McHugh et a l. , 1996; Rosenfie ld et a l. , 
2004; VHC, 2006). AD a nd BSN GNs participated in one program, which focused primari ly on 
c linical skills and organi zation at the bedside (Sa ntucci, 2004). 
Outcomes. T hree of the five programs used a research des ign to evaluate the effects of 
the inte rvention of an NRP. O lson et al. (200 I) found scant change in leadership and little if any 
c hange in critical th in k ing as measured by the C alifo rnia Crit ical T hinking Disposition Inventory. 
Jn the ir qualitative a na lysis of residents' j ourna ls, the investigators found that the participants ' 
perception of what it means to be a nurse cha nge from one of a textbook de fini tion to that of a 
professional who individua lizes care. 
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Retention ra te were not operationally defined in any study report pertaining to res idency 
programs. It was assumed that retention was de fined as those residents remaining after 
completion ofthe re idency program. Tumover rates were 11%, which was an improvement 
when compared to a 20% national turnover ra te (UHC, 2006). Rosenfie ld et al. (2004) measured 
tumovcr rates and perceptions of support and guidance among a group of 11 2 former residents. 
Immediately following the NRP, the retention rate was 76%. Intriguingly, those with greater than 
44 months of employment found days off and rewards more va lua ble than contact with nurs ing 
leadership. Nu rse res idency programs attempted to measure critica l thinking, but no evidence of 
change in critical thinking was reported (O lsen et a l. , 200 1; UHC, 2006). 
Program eva lua tions conducted by the remaining two NRPs revealed a positive 
experience for theGN . Santucci (2004) repo rted that the NRP wi ll remain a vital force in 
recruitment and retentio n. M cHugh et a l. ( 1996) concurred with Santucci (2004) by indica ting 
the program wa valua ble and influenced independence among GNs. 
In brief: nurse res idency programs a re cha racterized as gene ra list programs preparing 
new registered nurses fo r competent practice at the bedside. Most programs were developed in 
collaboration with academia and had a research compone11t. Curricular topics focused less on 
technica l skill compe te nce and more on communication, safety, and leadership dcvelop_ment. All 
programs emphasized ne tworking. MontJ1Iy classes were held and a ll residents had a preceptor. 
Re lationships with each other, the residency coordinator, and the preceptor were suggested as 
influences for success (Olson et a l., 200 I; Rosenfield, et al. 2004; UHC, 2005). 
The University HealthSystem Consortium Nurse Residency Program. Given that GNs 
have difficul ty adjus ting to the demru1ds of the ir first positions and have a high tumover rate, 
nurse residency programs (NRP) have been touted as a method to (a) improve job satisfaction and 
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prevent turnover (The Adv isory Board, 2002: American Associatio n o f Colleges ofN urses, 2002; 
Joint omrnission on Accred itation of Hospital s, 2003; Casey et a l 2 004), (b) promote 
competency and satisfact ion (13oyer 2002; I le rdric h & Lindsay, 2006), and (c) promote 
sati sfaction. autonomy a nd professionalism (Ul-IC, 2005; 2006). 
The Univers ity Hea lthSystern Consortium NRP (UHC NRP) was planned around a 12-
month curriculum, meeting four hours every mo nth for planned didactic on topics such as 
leadership, safety and ev idence based practice (UHC, 2005). The UHC NRP was developed in 
pa rtnership with the American Assoc iation o f Colleges of Nu rs ing (AACN) The UJ-IC NRP 
mea urcd nurse a utono my, nurse satisfaction , a nd GN experiences as well as turnover rates . 
There were statistica lly s ignificant improvements in competency, communication and leadership 
by the end of the twe lve month program (p< .05). T urnover rates were 11%, an improvement 
whe n compared to a 50% national turnover ra te (UF-IC, 2005). Nurse residency program s 
a tte mpted to measure c ritical thinking with a n A T I exam but no evidence of change in critica l 
thinking was reported ( UHC, 2005). 
S ummary 
This chapter addressed eight key topics: the nursing shortage, GN turnover, GN 
trans ition. job satisfact ion, autonomy, and c ritical thinking and competency, and specific 
de mographic variables. With over 2.3 million j obs need ing to be fi lled the Jmrsing shortage is 
pr<:>_jected to reach a cr isis s tate, a 20% deficit by the year 2020. Tbe U.S. nursing shortage is 
seri ous and complex, and the diminished staffing s ituation purports to be a public health cris is 
(Tanner, 2002; Bowles & Cande la, 2005; Human Resources & Services Administration [HRSA], 
2 005). 
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Mu lti ple fac to rs contribute to the nurs ing shortage. These factors iJ1clude, lack of 
upport , early ex its fro m the employing fac ili ty, a workforce that does not choose nursing as a 
pro fession, unsafe nurse-to patient ratios, and highe r patient acuity req uiring experienced nurses. 
Although there a re many published reports o f GN experiences, the data are widely variable, 
rang ing from anccdotaJ narratives to surveys done on a one-time bas is, often witb a limite d 
sam ple size, and a few are quasi-experimental s tudies . Cons istent with early research into GN 
tra nsition is a ga p ide ntified between education and practice (Kramer, 1974; Oermann & Moffitt-
Wo lf, I 997; Benner, 1984; G errish, 2000). The tra ns ition studies performed were mostly 
qual ita ti ve and repo rte d on the stages of trans ition . Persistent themes that influence the GN 
experie nce included the cons istency of ro le sociali zation support, the quality ofthe clinica l 
o rie nta tion, and the le vel of nursing leadership support, including knowledge and sens itivity to 
GN tran it ion and deve lo pment. The tra nsitio n from student nurse to GN bas been characterized 
by tress, job dissatis facti on. conflict, and turnover. Further exploration is needed to determine 
the re lationship between job satisfaction, critical thinking, and turnover among GNs during the ir 
first year of practice. 
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C HAPTER fiJ 
METf fODOLOGY 
This chapter explo res the methodo logy that was employed to determine whether factors 
such as job satis fac tio n . autonomy, and critica l thinking predict the retention and turnover of 
bacca laureate prepared g raduate nurse residency program participants. L1 this chapter, the 
research used to present the major aims of the study is descri bed. The fo llowing sectio ns are 
resea rch design. selling , population and sample, protection of human subjects, instrumentation, 
data collection procedures, and data ana lysis. 
Research Design 
This study u ed a nonexperimenta l research design to diffe rentiate GNs who complete the 
nurse residency progra m from those who do no t. T his study conducted a secondary ana lysis of 
the se lected variables, job satis faction, autonomy, critical thinking, age, ethnicity and unit of 
employment. The data is pa rt of a larger data set from a nationwide study designed to de termine 
and eva luate the impact of a national demonstratio n project, the University HealthSystem 
Con. ortium 's 12-month nurse residency program on transition of baccalaureate prepared nurses 
into clinica l practice (UI-JC, 2006). 
Setting 
The study hospital is a 1,000-bed mag net academic medica l center hospital located io the 
so uthwestern United States. The hospita l has 52 units including five adu lt intensive care units 
and one emergency room. The uni ts are classified by patient type in the data set, and inc lude 
acute care or medical-surg ical, critical care, emergency room, operating room, women and infant 
units, and psychiatry. Data were collected fro m a ll baccalaureate pre pared graduate nurses who 
participated in a 1 2-mo nth nurse residency program at this institution from 2005to 2009. 
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Population and Sample 
The entire popu lation ofGNs who meet the inclusion criteri a were included in this study. 
Inc lus ion criteria inc luded a) RN licensure o r work permit pending licensure, b) gradua tio n form 
a baccalaureate nurs ing program within s ix mo nths of employment, c) graduates from 
bacca laureate prepared programs including acce le rated programs wou ld be eligible, d) fu ll time 
employee at the study hospital and e) work in a staff nurse role. 
Protect ion of Human Subjects 
In compliance w ith procedures goveming protection of human subjects, approva l fo r the 
study was obtained from the Texas Woman 's University Houston lnstitutional Rev iew Board and 
The Mel hodi stllospital Research Institute 's intuitional Review Board. Approva ls were received 
in Aug ust of 2008 and September of2008 and an amendment was approved in Augus t of 2009 to 
extend the research. Measures to protect confidentia lity of subjects were instituted and 
mai ntained through a ll aspects of the study. Data were accessed and abstracted from record s 
obtained from pro files s tored on secure files located at the University 1-lealthSystem Consorti um 's 
s ite. Al l subjects were doub le coded with a unique identifier that was deli r1ked. Demographic 
data a nd resul ts from s urveys, as well as the UHC NRP exam were reported in aggregate fonn . 
Jnstrumentation 
The researcher-develo ped demographic data form (Appendix A), McCloskey Mueller 
Satis faction Sca le Satis faction Scale (MMSS) (Appendix B), Gerber's Control Over Nurs ing 
Practice Sca le (CON P) (Appendix C), and the UHC NRP exam were administered to all subjects 
enrolled in the proposed study. Departure rates were examined with data collected from the study 
hospita l's nurse res ide ncy coordinator and verified with the study hospital 's Human Resources 
Department. The demographic data form was designed by the researcher to gather data on the 
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subjects· gender, age. nur ing program, previo us degrees. genera l work experience. work 
experience as a s tuden t nurse, graduation date, start date of employment, and specialty unit 
ass ignment. 
The Mueller McCloskey Satisfaction Scale 
The Mue lle r McCloskey Satisfactio n Sca le (MMSS) ( 1990) measures job satisfact ion. Jt 
is a valid and reliable . nurse-sensit ive, fi ve-po int Likert-type. 3 I - item instrument varying from 
very satisfied to very eli satis fied . The MMSS, a multidimensiona l job satisfaction questionnaire, 
is composed of 3 1 items representing eight domain of job satisfaction: scheduling, extrins ic 
rewards, family and work balance, coworke rs' interactions, pra ise a nd recognition, and contro l 
and responsibili ty, and it refl ects many of the variables in IJ1e PMCM. The MMSS has poss ible 
score ranging from 3 I to I 55. The instrument has an overall Cronbach Alpha ranging from .89-
.9 1 indicating high re li ab ility among experienced nurses (Muelle r & McCloskey, 1990) and 
inexperienced nurses ( Ro berts et al. 2004). Cronbach Alphas for each of the subscales range from 
.52-.89. Subscales wi th less than three items had the lowest reliabili ty, indicating to the 
researcher that careful ana lysis of the results re levant to these subsca les must be performed . For 
con truct validity, mod e rate positive correlatio ns (.3 1-.68) of subsca le variables were obtained 
when compared with the Job Characteristics Inventory (Mueller & M cCloskey, 1990). 
In this study th e internal consistency of responses to the Mueller McCioksey Satisfaction 
Scale was estimated us ing a coefficient alpha. Alpha reliabili ty for scores on the 3 I items for the 
pre ent sample (N = 4 1 I) was found to be .94. Thi s coefficient indicates that scores from the 
instrument are stable a nd consistent (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994). Alphas for each of the 
subsea les of nurse satisfaction were performed, including satisfaction with extrinsic rewards, 
scheduling, balance of fam ily and work, co-workers, interaction opportunities, professional 
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opportunities, praise and recognition and contro l a nd responsibility. Al phas for each o f the 
subscales rl'lnged rro m .86 - .58. Nunnally & Be rnste in ( 1994) has indicated 0.7 to be a n 
acceptable reliabil ity coeffic ient but lowe r thresho ld are somet imes used in the literature. T he 
subsca lc identified as satis faction with co-wo rke r re lationships repo rt ing be low 0.7 had 2 or less 
ite ms. 
Gerber 's Control Over Nursing Practice Scale 
Autonomy was be measured by the Gerbe r's Control over Nursing Practice scale 
(CONP). Weston (2009) indicate that th is is the most wide ly used instru ment for measuring 
CONP in nursing resea rc h. The sca le, whic h conta ins 2 1-items, on a 7-po int Iikert sca le fro m 
seve n (high) to one ( lo w ) measures perceived contro l over direct profess iona l practice. With this 
instru ment the nurse ind icates the degree o f freedom she or he has to in fl uence the work 
e nvironment, make a uto no mous decisions re la ted to the patient's care, an d to evaluate and 
modi fy nur ing practice. The instrument was de ve loped by Gerber ( 1990) to measure nurse ' s 
freedo m to evaluate and mod ify nursing practices . T he CONP scale was constructed for the 
D ifferentiated Group P ro fess ional Practice in N urs ing Project. This scale is scored as a 
un id imensional (sing le factor) scale (Lancero & Gerber, 1995). The CONP Cronbach A lpha 
re liabili ty consistently ranged from .89-.96 w ith experienced nurses (Gerber, Murdaugh, Ve1Tan, 
& Milton 1990) and fo r GNs (UHC, 2005; 2006). 
The interna l cons istency of responses for this study to U1e Contro l Over Nursing Practice 
Sca le was estimated by coeffic ient alpha. Alpha re liability for scores o n the 21 items for the 
present sample (N= 4 1 I ) was found to be .96. T his coefficient indicates that scores from the 
instrument are stable and consistent (Nunna lly & Bernstein, 1994 ). The re liability of the 
instrument was esta bli shed th rough robust C ro nbach alpha .levels . The sca le has been exa m ined 
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for predictive validity using multiple regress ion techniques and for construct validity us ing 
confi rmatory factor a nalys is. 
The University Ileal!hSysLem Co11sortium Nurse Residency Exam 
The Univers ity HealthSystem Con so rtium Nurse Residency Exam (UHC NRP) was 
developed by Elsevier Evo lve (formerly H ESI) fo r the UHC at the behest of the American 
Association of Coll eges o f N urses (AACN) and was used to measure critical d1inking. Expert 
nurse educators and administrators established content valid ity thro ug h a test blueprint developed 
from lhe constructs o f the curriculum (Appendi.x D). This 45-questi on online exam has fi ve pilot 
items and 40 items tha t meet the statistica l requirements for inclus ion into the exam. A s of 
Nove mber 2007, each item has been adminis tered 633 Limes to nurse residents part icjpati ng in the 
V HC NRP. The benchma rk score established by Elsevier Evolve is 850 with a range of0-1500. 
T he po int biserial correlation (PBCC) is 0. I 88 indicating an acceptable test' score. The KR20 for 
thi exam was .7 194 indicating acceptable re liabili ty. To examine reliabi lity for the CONP in this 
tudy, a re liability index was run on the scores for a ll study participants. A Cronbach ·s a lpha 
coefficien t of0.973 indicated acceptable re liability. 
Data Collection 
This study e mployed secondary analysis of selected existing data from a national data 
base. ·n1e demographic data form, MMSS, C ONP and UJiC NRP exam were administered 
during month one of employment. The demographic form took approximately five minutes to 
complete and was administered during week o ne of hire. The MMSS and CONP were 
adm inistered in 30 minutes o n the same day. The Ul-fC NRP exam was administered during the 
first month of employm ent, but on a separate occas ion from the MMSS and CONP surveys . T he 
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G fin ished the exam in 60 minutes. Al l ins trume nts were adminis te red on- line in a computer 
lab. 
Turnover ra te w as ca lc ulated as the ra te o f de parture from e mployment for all GNs hired 
be tween 2005 and 2009 . T his was collected retrospecti vely from the records of the NRP 
coord inator of the s tudy ho spital and verified w ith the Human Resources De partment. 
Treatme nt o f Data 
The data was ana lyzed using SPSS so ftwa re (version 17.0). Descript ive statistics such as 
frequencies, means , range , and standard devia ti ons were used to descri be the sample. A 
d iscrim inant function a na lysis was employed to address the research question .. 
Discriminant a na lys is may be used to predict group membe rship based on a number of 
interva l variables, o r it may be used to discover differences between gro ups (Stevens, 2002). T he 
predic tions are assume d to have a norn1al di stribution. The predic to rs must be a true dic ho to my . 
T he independent variables must be interval le ve l. Participants arc ra ndo mly sampled and the 
·core on a v11riable is independent from the score o n this variable fo r all other partic ipa nts (G reen 
& Sal kind, 2003). To pe rfo rm this analys is a gr o uping or depende nt variable is needed. T he 
g ro uping variable fo r this study was the departure or retention of GNs from the study institution. 
Interval level data a re required for the indepe nde nt variables. The de mographic variables a re 
no minal level. catego rical variables expressed as dummy variables. 
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C HAPTER IV 
ANALYS IS OF DATA 
This study was designed to determine whether the variab les of j ob satis faction , 
autonomy, critica l thinking, age, ethnic ity and employing unit predict departure and re tention 
patlcrns of bacca laureate prepared gradua te nurse. The study used a quantitative non-
experimental research design employing seconda ry data analys is. Retrospective demographic 
data were collected from graduate nurses who had participated in the study hospital 's nurse 
residency program fro m 2005-2009. A description of the sample and presentation of study 
findings are presented in this chapter. 
De c ription o f the Sample 
Rctro pcctive demographic data were collected from GNs who participated in the study 
hospita l's nurse residency program. Three instruments were used to collect data in this study. 
T he McCloskey Satis faction Sca le (MMSS) measured GN job satis faction, Gerber's Control Over 
Nurs ing Practice Sca le (CONP) measured GNs perception of auto no my over practice, and the 
University HealthSyste m Consortium's Nurse Residency Program exam (UHCNRP) measured 
c ritical thinking. Of 427 e lig ible participants, 379 (88.75%) provided demographic data and 
completed these three surveys and the critical thinking test during the study period rang ing from 
2006-2009. 
Descriptive statistics were used to describe the demographic characteristics of nurses who 
remained and those who departed (Table I). The majority of the participants were female and less 
than 25 years of age. T he mean age was 27.8 (SD 6.86). The typica I participant in the nurse 
residency program at the s tudy hospital was a white female under the age of30 and employed on 
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an acute care unit. The sa mple was ethnica lly diverse with whites compris ing slightly less than 
one half of the samp le. Forty-five percent were employed on adult acute care units, and 35.6% 
' ere employed in c ritical care units or in emergency rooms. 
When compa ring the data of nurses who departed with those who remained, the fmdings 
revea l that men and women remained at the s tudy hospital at equal ra tes. Ethnically dive rse 
minority participant departed at s lightly hig her rates than non-minority participants. Those w ho 
re mained at the study hospital at 2.6 times the rate of those aged 30 o r older. Both acute care and 
c ritica l care area nurse remained at the study hospital at higher rates when compared to those 
study partic ipants located in perioperative, wo men's health and rehabilitation areas. 
Table I 
Demographic Charoc/eristics of the Sample Who Remained or Departed 
Variable Remained Departed Total 
f % f % r % 
Sex (N = 427) 
Female 308 84.8 53 82.8 36 1 84.5 
Male 55 15.2 II 17.2 66 J 5.5 
T ota l 363 100 64 100 427 100 
Ethnic ity (N = 427) 
Black 78 21.5 18 28.1 96 22.5 
White 178 49 29 45.3 207 48.5 
/\s ian American 69 19 9 14. 1 78 I 8.3 
llispanic 32 8.8 6 9.4 38 8.9 
Other 6 1.7 2 3. 1 8 1.9 
Total 363 100 64 100 427 100 
Age (N = 424) 
.:s 24 189 52.4 27 42.9 216 50.9 
25-29 73 20.2 13 20.6 86 20.3 
30-34 55 15.2 9 14.3 64 15. 1 
35-39 19 5.3 9 14.3 28 6.6 
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40-44 19 5.3 0 0 19 4.5 
2 45 6 1.7 5 7.9 11 2 .6 
T otal 361 100 63 100 424 100 
Tab le 2con' l. 
Unit Type (N - 427) 
Acule care 168 46.3 24 37.5 192 45 
ICUIER 13 1 36.1 2 1 32.8 152 35.6 
Perioperat i ve 45 12.4 14 21.9 59 13.8 
Women 's I lea lth 15 4.1 3 4.7 18 4.2 
Rehab/SNF 4 1.1 2 3. 1 6 1.4 
Tota l 363 100 64 100 427 100 
Table 2 compa res means, standard dev ia tio ns and ranges o n the variables job satisfaction , 
a utonomy and c ritica l thinking for those GNs w ho remained with those GNs who departed. All 
partic ipants disp layed m ode rate levels of j o b sa tis faction and autono my, and ach ieved benchmark 
leve ls o f critica l think ing abi lity. Partic ipa nts who departed averaged a lower score across a U 
three variables. 
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Tah/c: 3 
Alelln s .. \'rum/on/ Deviations and RanJ{esfor Variables Satisfaction, Autonomy and Critical 
Thinking 
Variable Re ma ined Departed T otal 
M D Range M so Range M so Range 
MMSS (N 41 2) 110 15.2 91 101 .5 18.4 87 110.5 16.2 99 
co P (N = 412) I 12.3 20.8 124 I 04.3 26.2 79 111 .2 2 1.9 124 
U ll . N RP (N = 395) 85 1.4 124.1 69 1 823.4 121.8 538 847.6 124 691 
n o t e 1\ I 1SS The McCloskey Satisfaction Scale. CONP Gerher 's Control Over Nursing Practice Scale, 
U /IC RP - University HealthSystem Consorlium 's Nurse Residen<-J' Program. 
The MMS conta ins eight subsca les that represent eight do mains including scheduling. 
C'\. trins ic rewards, famil y a nd work balance, coworkers' interactio ns, praise and recognitio n, 
... ocia l interaction, pro fessional opportunities, a nd control and responsibility. Table 3 compares 
means. s tandard deviatio ns and ranges for the e ight MMSS subsca les. 
Tohle 3 
~fe(IIIS. Standard Deviations and Rangesfor MMSS Subscales 
Variable Remained Departed Total 
M so Range M so Range M so Range 
£ , trins ic Rewards 3.9 .67 3 .7 3.5 .88 3.7 3.9 .7 1 3.7 
c hcdul ing 3.5 .75 3.3 3.3 .76 3.5 3.4 .75 3.5 
Balance work & family 3.2 .59 3.7 3.0 .5 1 3.3 3.1 .58 3.7 
o-w rkers interaction 3.9 .67 3.5 3.6 .84 3 .5 3.8 .70 3.5 
Pro fcss io n a I interaction 3.7 .67 3.3 3.4 .68 3.0 3.6 .68 3.3 
o ppo rtunities .. 
Pra isc & recogn•t•on 3.9 .74 3.3 3.5 .97 3.5 3.8 .78 3.5 
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r able 3 cont' 
Profe ional 
o pportun ities 
3.3 .68 4.0 3.0 .63 3 .0 3.2 .68 4.0 
Overall, tho e who remained reported greater satisfaction in all subscaJes then those who 
departed. The results of a ll subscales reveal that those who report greater satisfaction are more 
likely to stay. The highest reported mean score among the eight MMSS ubscales was for 
professional interactio n opportunities and coworker interaction. The participants were least 
sati fled with family and work balance. This is consistent with s ingle item analysis (N=412, with 
15 case mis ing on a I to 5 scale), which revealed that GNs were most satisfied with interactions 
v ith immediate supervisor, peers and benefits. Respondents were least satisfied with 
co mpensation for working weekends, childcare facilities and maternity leave. 
Appendix E compares means, standard deviations and ranges on the single item 
rc ~ponses from the MM S for those GNs who remained with those GNs who departed. Overall, 
participants who remained at the hospital were most satisfied witJ1 their immediate supervi sor, 
benefits and their nurs ing peers. They were leas t satisfied with compensation for weekend work, 
child care and opportunity to publish. Those who departed were most satisfied with hours 
wo rked, nurs ing peers and health care delivery methods. And like those who stayed, they were 
least satisfied with compensation for weekend work, chi ld care and opportunity to publish. 
Appendix F compares means, standard deviations and ranges o n the single item responses 
fro m tJ1e CONP for those GNs who remained with those GNs who departed. Generally, both 
g roups likened more auto nomy with the ability to consult and obtain assistance from others. The 
groups also did not differ in their perception of least amount of autonomy and both perceived less 
a utonomy in the area o f introducing new procedures or protocols. Still, the groups differed in 
severa l areas. Those who departed early felt more strongly that they cou ld implement nurs ing 
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care in an crficient manner compared to the re mainers. rurthermore, the departers scored lower 
on acting on dec isions a nd coordinating work schedule when compared to rema iners. Tn contrast, 
lhe remaincrs indi cate d strongly that they were able to provide holi s tic patient-centered care and 
practice clinica l to the best of ability. In sum , mean scores were hig her in a ll areas of the C ONP 
fo r remaincrs except in o ne area, implementatio n o f nursing care in an efficient manner. 
Findings 
This study addressed the following research question: Do the variables ofjob satisfaction , 
autonomy, critica l thinkin g, age, ethnicity, and employing unit predict which baccalaureate 
prepared GNs complete lhe nurse residency program and stay employed at the study ins titution, 
a nd which nurse residents de part the program early? Results were analyzed using a discriminant 
fun ction analysis. The discriminant function analysis was used to deter·mine what set o f 
independent variables best predicted group membership. 
Box 's M test of equali ty was computed to examine hornoscedastic ity and found a 
v io lation of the assumptio n (f = 1.544, p =. 006). This indicates s ignificant differences in the 
covariance matrices fo r the two groups. This ass umption is fairly robust. Violation may not 
prov ide for maximum separation of the predicted group membership but can be safely interpreted. 
The overall Wilk' s lambda is t\ = .9 11 , l (J 0 , N = 378) = 34.7 11 , p = .000 indicating tha t the 
predicto r variables did differentiate between nurse residents who remained and those who 
departed. 
The individual depe ndent variables that contribute significantly to the differentiation 
between those who stay versus those who depart are job satisfaction (F = 17.033, p = .000), 
a utonomy (F = 5.275, p=.02) and age (F = 4.654, p=.03). Unit, etlmicity and critical thinking did 
no t contribute significantly to the overall model. Those who remained were younger and 
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percei ed themselves a m ore satisfied and more a utonomous. The can onica l correlation o f .299 
indicates that the 8.9% o f the variance is acco unted for in predictin g those who stay and those 
\ ho leave. 
A class ification function was used to pred ict group membership. Overall , 86.8% (328 of 
the 3 78) of cases were predicted and grouped corTectly. Still , it is important to consider chance 
agreement. With this in mind, a kappa coeffic ie nt was computed and a value of .1 26 indicated 
better than chance level agreement. The kappa coefficient is a standard measure of agreement for 
categorical data. A kappa value of I indicates perfect prediction, whi le a value o fO indicates 
c hance level pred ictio n (Green & Suskind, 2003 ). 
Summary 
Th is chapter provides a description of the sa mple and results of statistical testing specific 
to the rc earch questio n . T he purpose o f this s tudy was to examine variables that may predict the 
departure and retenti on patterns of baccalau rea te prepared graduate nurse residents. Three of the 
seven independent variables, satisfaction. age and autonomy are found to have a statistica lly 
s ignificant influence whether nurse graduates remained or left the institution . The stronges t 
influence appears to be job satisfaction. Ethn icity, unit of service, gender and critical thinking did 
not s ignificantly influence the decision to remain. 
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C l-lAPTER V 
SU MMARY OF THE STUDY 
This non-e pe rimentaJ study examined s ix variables, age, autonomy, critical thinking, 
ethnicity, job satis fa ctio n, a nd unit of employment, to determine whethe r they could acc urately 
predict departure and retention patterns of baccalaureate prepared g raduate nurses partic ipating in 
a 12-month nur c res idency program. This c hapter summarizes the s tudy and includes a discussion 
o f findings, conclus ions. implications for nurs ing practice and recommendations for further st11dy. 
Summary 
To fulfi ll the s tudy purpose and to a nswer the proposed re search question (can the 
variables, job satisfactio n, autonomy and critica l thinking, age, ethnicity and unit be used to 
predict those GNs who complete the nurse res idency program and are reta ined at the study 
institution from those nurse residents who depart the program early), a non-experimen tal 
retrospective, secondary a na lysis was conducted . Descriptive statistics and discriminant analysis 
were conducted to ana lyze the study data. New grad uates completed four assessment tools duri11g 
the beginning of the ir res idency including: Mueller McCloskey Satis faction Sca le Satisfaction 
Scale, (Appendix B), Gerber's Control Over Nurs ing Practice Scale (Appendix C), and the UHC 
NRP exam Scores from these instruments and demographjc data were used to determine 
w hether they cou ld accurately predict departure and retention patterns of baccalaureate prepared 
graduate nurses. 
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Three hundred a nd seventy nine new g raduates completed a ll four questionnaires fo r the 
s tudy. S ix indepcnde ut variables were entered into the discrim inant analysis as potential 
predictor variables inc luding age, total job sa tis faction scores, tota l a utono my scores, critica l 
thin king exam scores, unit and cthnicity. The s tudy results revea led three statistically s ign ificant 
predictors among the seve n independent varia bles. Job satisfact ion, autonomy and age, were 
found to explain 8.9% o f the variance in GNs who chose to rema in at the study hospital. The 
discussion section i o rganized into three ma in a reas: the proposed mode l, sample cha racte ri stics, 
and the variab les unde r s tudy - departure, j o b satisfaction, autonomy, critical thinking, age, unit 
a nd ethnic ity. It is c lea r that the issues surrounding GN retention a re complicated and conta in 
more intricacies than can eas ily be inves tigated in one study. 
Discuss ion o f the Findings 
This study, guided by the PMCM model, investigated seve ra l important areas re lated to 
GN departure. Tbe de pe ndent variable in the PMCM is departure o r retention. The mode l 
uggests that there are I 0 independent variables that intervene in determining turnover am ong 
regis tered nurses. According to PMCM, individuals make decisio ns about their will ingness to 
stay or leave based on d egree of job satisfactio n, perception of auto no my, kinship relatio nships, 
communication, pay. pro motion, education and training, intent to s tay and participation. The 
PMCM model emphas izes the role these variables have in influencing decisions to remain over 
d e mograph ic variables. Still, the PMCM unde rscores that demographic variables like unit of 
e mployment, sex, ethnic ity or age have an interaction effect and thus influence departure in a less 
instrumental manner. 
The revised turnover model, based on the work of Price a nd Mueller (J 981 a), focused on 
s ix inde pendent variables - j ob satisfaction, autonomy, critical thinking, age, unit and ethnicity, 
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a nd received mixed suppo r1 in the present research. The revised mo de l retained two variab les, j ob 
a tis faction and autonomy. from the orig ina l model that was tc ted a nd shown as significant in 
various studies. Job a tis faction and autonomy were added to the mode l to modify the 
demographic variables Price and Mueller ( I 98 I a) considered in predic ting turnover. T he revised 
model added a predic to r proposed in the literature to affect departure among GNs, critical 
thi nking. The current tudy proposed that the va riables critical thinking. age, ethnic ity. a nd unit 
were directly antecedent to re main ing or departing and provided ex p la natory power for departing. 
T he re ised mode l built on the re lationship be tween job satisfaction and a utonomy and proposed 
more d irect antecedcnce for age, unit, gende r a nd ethnicity. Furthermo re, this study introduced a 
predictive relations hip between critica l thinking and remaining o r de parting. 
In this study job satis faction, autonomy a nd age proved to be statistically signifi cant and 
were predicti ve of re tc nt ion a mong graduate nurses participating in a 12-month nurse reside ncy 
program. Et hnicity. unit o f employment, and c ritical thinking were found not to be statis ticaJiy 
s igni ficant or predic tive of retenti.on. Thus, th e revised conceptua l mo de l did not serve as a useful 
framework. Age was the on ly added variabl e that proved to be a usefu l predictor. Job 
satis faction and autonomy, which were both factors in the original PMCM model. were the other 
pred ictive variables. 
Both positive a nd negative findings a re s ummarized below and implications are 
discussed. The study fo und that the sample population did not c losely parallel the population of 
G Ns based on nationa l s ta tistics for age and gender of new nurses (HRSA, 2005; NCSBON, 
2 006). A little more than ha lf of the nurses in the study were younger than 26 years old a nd fewer 
than 7% of this group w as over 40 years o ld . Accord ing to RWJ F, the mean age of newly licensed 
nurses working in hospita l settings was 3 1.5 years (RWJF, 2009). 
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With th is tudy population, 84.5% were women and 15.5% were men. Nationa lly, men 
arc 5.4% of the nurs ing po pulation (HRSA, 2005). GNs in this study were more like ly to be 
working on a med ica l s urg ical unit (45%) compa red to nurses in a previo us national study 
(22.8% ) (NCSBON, 2 006). T he study populatio n is etl111 ically d iverse with White nurses 
compris ing j ust unde r ha If the sample; whcrea the I I RSt\ (200 I) re po rts that among nurses, 
84.5% arc White. 
The problem o f GN departure is we ll documented in the nurs ing literature. Repo rted 
median turnover rates fo r GNs during their firs t year of employme nt range from 35%- 61 % 
( urs ing Executive Committee, 2001 : Casey, e t a l., 2004). For this s tudy, departure ra tes were 
15%, which is significantly lower than the na ti onal rate of departure 
Job satisfactio n a nd retention among RNs has been addressed extensively in the 
literature. A previous study fo und that GNs rank j ob satisfaction highe r than other items (A ltier & 
Krsck, 2006). In direct contrast, scores on sa tisfaction with professio nal opportuni ties we re 
co ns is tent with recent re searc h conducted by Ro bert, Jones, and Ly nn (2004). Job satisfaction 
was found to have the la rgest impact on rema ining at the institutio n. Job satisfaction has been 
frequently reported as a s ignificant predicto r o f turnover (Price & Mue ller, 198Ja; La rrabee, 
Janney. Ostrow, Withrow, Ho bbs, & Burant, 2003; Roberts, Jones & Lynn, 2004; Ha l fer & Graf, 
2 006). The results of the c urre nt study support these studies and indicate that job satisfactio n is 
the most powerful dete rmina nt in remaining a t the institution. The re was a statistically s ign ificant 
differe nce in j ob satisfaction scores between retained and departing nurse residents. 
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Autonomy has not been as extens ive ly s tudied as an influence on turnover. Still, in a 
mo re recent study Casey ct al. (2004) discussed the positive and d irect influence of autonomy on 
job a tis faction and intent to leave. lnthis in ve ligation autonomy did predict remaining or 
lea ing, but not as stro ng ly as j ob satisfaction . Nonetheless, those who s tayed achieved highe r 
auto no m scores than those who departed. Price (2002) concluded that when nurses have more 
auto no my they have hig her j ob atisfaction. 
Contrary to previous studies, wh ere o lde r age was found to have predictive value when 
associa ted with job satis faction rates and intent to stay (Blegen & Mueller, 1987: McNeese-Smith 
& Va n c rve llcn, 2000), this study found that the younger GNs we re more likely to stay and 35-
40 •ca r o lds more like ly to leave. ll is worthy to note that as GN age increased GN turnove r 
incrca. cd and then stabi lized. This supports findings from a previo us study by Kaemar and Ferris 
( I 989) s uggesting that as job satisfaction decreases intent to tay decreases among 30-39 year 
o ld • . 
nit type was no t a s ignificant predictor. In the literature nurses employed on medica l 
surg ica I units were more likely to resign (Leveck & Jones, 1996).The relationship to ty pe of unit 
a nd rem a ining or leaving an institution is complex and it is like ly tha t the workplace environment 
and c ulture ho ld more influence on the decisio n to leave rather than the "place" or unit type. 
Ethnic ity did no t contribute to or predict staying or lea ving among the study po pulation. 
GNs re ma ined at the study institution at proportionally similar rates . Previous research on RN 
inte nt to stay and ethnicity is scant and incons istent. The relationship between ethnicity and 
rem a ining or leav ing an institutiou may be mediated by job satis faction and autonomy. 
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Critica l thinking did not statistically predict departure or retention among partic ipants in 
this study. Cri tical thinking ability was not s ignificantly different between the two groups though 
staycrs did average a higher score than leavers. Crit ical thinking is a valued and necessary 
a ttribute that should be promoted and encouraged . Benner ( 1984) imparts the idea that c ritica l 
thinking develops as the advanced beginner progresses to the expert level. Perhaps. the testing for 
c ritica l thinking should take place at a later time a nd not at point of hire. 
Conc lus ions 
The variab le , job satisfaction, autonomy a nd age predicted retention-departure rates 
a mong GNs participating in a 12-month nurse res idency program. The following conc lus ions are 
derived from the findin g o f this study: 
I. Job atisfaction, a utonomy and age a re useful variables in predicting retention-departure 
among GNs pa rtic ipating in a 12-mo nth nurse residency program. 
2. The characteris tics o f theGNs in the study sample did no t mirror national characteristics 
ofGNs. 
3. The larger body of Ji teratme supports the findin gs in this study regardingjob satisfaction 
and autonomy and its relationship to retention and departure. 
4. Critical thinking, ethnicity and unit type did not predict retention among GNs 
participating in a 12-month nurse res idency program. 
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Impl ications to r C linical Practice 
The resu lts of this study prov ide empirica l data for the nurs ing discipline on GN 
retentio n. It is one of the first such studies that distinguishes between th ose GNs who re ma in a nd 
those who leave nurse residency programs at academic medica l cente rs. Thus, the data o btained is 
perti nent to nursing educators and administrato rs. 
T he fo llowing are implications for practice: 
I. Nurse admi nistrators should impleme nt mu ltiple tactics to retain GNs that focus o n job 
sat is faction a nd a utonomy including s tTa tegies that focus on extrins ic rewards li ke 
weekend be nefits, child care and ma temity benefits, internal rewards like maintaining 
peer relationships, e ncouraging manageria l support and ma inta ining an organ izational 
structure that provides a framework in which GNs can provide significant contribution to 
the organizatio na l c limate of the hosp ita l. 
2. Manageria l su pport is influential in j ob satisfaction and in re tention. Therefore, it is 
suggested tha t managers developing positi ve rela tionships sho uld be emphasized . 
3 . Schoo ls of nurs ing need to focus atte ntio n on t.he critica l ro le that satisfaction and 
autonomy play on retention. Providing experiences that reflect realist ic situations may 
help soften the shock of the first year of e mployment. 
4. The value of nurse extem programs (programs that prepare student nurses to work in 
academic medical centers) should not be overlooked . Strong extern programs can 
promote professio nal development and commitment ofGNs to the ex'tem institution. 
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Recommendat io ns for Future Research 
The following recommendat ions arc mad e fo r fu ture researc h : 
I. tudy replica tio n that uses a time series design and examines GNs at onset, I, 6 , 12 a nd 
I R montJ1s after b ire. 
2. Further studies o n school-work trans itio ns that enhance satisfaction, autonomy, c ritical 
thin king and re tention. 
3. Study replicatio n that uses a cri tica l thinking measure at o nset and 18 months. 
4. Study replic ation that examines the samp le by generation cohort. 
5. Further stud ies tha t test all the factors re presented in the full o rigi nal PMCM mo del to see 
if the predictive a bilities for group members hip cou ld be increased. 
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Mueller McC loskey Satisfaction SCAL E (MMSS) 
How satisfie d are you with the fo llowing aspects ofyour c urrent job? 
Please c irc le the number that applies. 
Very Moderately Neither Moderately Very 
Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied no r Dissatisfied D issatisfied 
Dissatisfied 
1 Salary 5 4 3 2 J 
2 Vacation 5 4 3 2 I 
3 Benefits package 5 4 3 2 I 
( insurance, 
retirement) 
4 Ho urs that you 5 4 3 2 I 
work 
5 fl exibility in 5 4 3 2 I 
scheduling your 
hours 
6 Opportunity to 5 4 3 2 I 
work stnight days 
7 O pportunity for 5 4 3 2 I 
part time work 
8 Weekends off pe r 5 4 3 2 I 
month 
9 Flexibility in 5 4 3 2 1 
scheduling your 
weekends off 
JO Compensatio n fo r 5 4 3 2 I 
working weekends 
11 Materni ty leave 5 4 3 2 1 
time 
12 Child care 5 4 3 2 1 
fac ilities 
13 Your immedia te 5 4 3 2 1 
supervisor 
14 Your nursing 5 4 3 2 1 
Qeers 
15 The physic ian s 5 4 3 2 1 
you work with 
96 
16 The delivery of 5 4 3 2 I 
care method (e.g .. 
functional, team, 
primary) 
17 Opportunities for 5 4 3 2 l 
ocial contact a t 
work 
18 Opportunities for 5 4 3 2 l 
social contact with 
your colleagues 
after work 
19 Opportunities to 5 4 3 2 I 
interact 
professionally 
with other 
disciplines 
20 Opportunities to 5 4 "' J 2 1 
interact with 
nursing faculty 
21 Opportunities to 5 4 .., J 2 I 
belong to 
departmental and 
institutional 
committees 
22 Control over what 5 4 3 2 I 
goes on 111 your 
work setting 
23 Opportunities for 5 4 J 2 I 
career 
adva ncement 
2-1 Recognition for 5 4 3 2 I 
your ""ork from 
superiors 
25 Recognition of 5 4 3 2 I 
your work from 
Qeers 
26 Amount of 5 4 3 2 I 
encouragement 
and positive 
feedback 
27 Opportunities to 5 4 J 2 I 
participate in 
nursing research 
97 
28 Opportunities to 5 4 3 2 1 
write and publish 
29 Your amount o f 5 4 3 2 I 
responsibility 
30 Your control over 5 4 3 2 1 
work conditions 
31 Your participation 5 4 ~ J 2 I. 
in organizational 
decision making 
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I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Gerber's Contro l Over Nursing Practice Scale 
Instructions: The fo llowing statements re present personal o pinio ns about nursing practice. 
Please indicate the one number that most closely and most honestly indicates 
how you feel about each sta temen t. 
The lower numbers indicate degrees of disagreement; tJ1e higher numbers 
indicate degrees of agreement. T he more stro ng ly you feel about the s tatement 
the further :from the center you sho uld be. 
Disagree Agree 
As a nurse I am free to: 
Evaluate current nursing 
practice and procedures I 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
Evaluate the outcomes of 
nursing ca re I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Cons ult with others when 
solving complex care I 2 3 4 5 
6 7 
problems 
[nfluence standards of 
nursing prac tice 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Modify or adapt patient 
care procedures and 1 2 3 
4 5 6 7 
protocols 
Implement nurs ing care in 
an efficient manner 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Provide holis tic patient-
centered care 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
100 
8 Plan strategies to meet my 
own developme nta l needs I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
9 Practice clinica l s kills to the 
best of m y a bility I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
10 Ana lyze p.-oblems critically 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
11 Pla n care w ith otber 
members of th e health care I 2 
.., 
.) 4 5 6 7 
team s uch a s physicians, 
dietitia ns, th e rapists 
12 Act on my own decisions 
rela ted to ca r e g iving I 2 
.., 
.) 4 5 6 7 
13 Be c reative in the delivery 
of care I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
14 Introduce new nurs ing 
practices a nd procedures I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
I S Identify problem s in the 
delivery of nu rsing care I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
16 Coordinate ca re activities 
among various health I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
services 
17 Adjust pla ns o f care to meet 
pa tients' cha ng ing needs I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
18 Coordina te m y time off 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 duty 
19 Have the a utho ri ty needed 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
to fulfill pa tie nt care 
responsibilities 
20 O btain a ssis ta nce from 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
101 
o the r s taff m embers when 
needed 
21 Usc resea rch findin gs to 
improve my nu rsing 
practice 
102 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
Append ix C 
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N urse Reside nt Demographic Informatio n 
A ll infonnation will be kept conJidential a nd your name will not be ente red into the database at 
any lime. 
Name: 
I . RN JD: ----------------
2. Age in years (at date o f hire): 
3. Gende r: _ _______________ _ 
4. Ethn ic ity 
U A frican-Arnerican/8 lack 
n Caucasian/White 
0 Asian 
IJ Hispanic 
D O ther 
5. Bas ic Nursing Education completed at: 
6. Graduatio n Date: 
7. Degree received: 
0 BS 
D BSN 
D Accelerated BSN 
D O ther 
104 
8. Pre -. io u!> non-nursing tk grcc 
1\ D; major 
I I Bac~.: n l aurcatc; major 
----------------------------
I J Ma :-, t l!r~; major 
I! Doctorah.:: maj o r 
-----------------------------------
one 
9. Overa ll grade po in t average: 
I 0 : Uni t 
Cri tical care 11 11 i t 
I I l:mcrgcncy depa rtment 
Metlical-Surgica l Unit 
II Labor and Deli very/Nursery/Postpartum 
11 Pcriopcrativc 
l J O ther: speciry: 
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UHC NRP Test Matrix 
Category %/exam Mean Diffic ulty Mean PBCC 
Nu rs ing Process 100 0.72 0.18 
Assessment 
22 .73 .19 
Analysis 
Planning 4 .72 .19 
18 .72 .17 
Implementation 
49 .72 .18 
Eva luation 
7 .71 .16 
C lient Needs 100 .72 .18 
0 Safe effective care 62 .72 .I 8 
e nvironment 
Mgmt of care 38 0 
0 Safety & infection 24 .72 
.18 
control 
.72 .19 
0 Health promotion and 4 .7 J .18 
Ma intenance 
9 .72 .13 
0 Psychosocia l Integrity 
24 .72 .18 
0 Physiological Integrity 
107 
0 Ba ic care and comfort 13 .74 . 18 
0 Phann & Parenteral TX 7 .7 .16 
0 Physio Adaptation 4 .72 .2 
Fundamentals 51 .72 .17 
0 Med Administration 16 .7 1 .17 
0 Bas ic Nurs ing 
Sk ills 
Geriatrics 22 .72 .18 
Medical-Surgical 4 .71 .18 
Pro fessiona l Issues 
42 .72 .18 
0 Cultural/spi ritua l 
I 0 Documentation 49 
.72 .18 
0 Leadership 7 .72 
.16 
0 Lega l/ Ethica l II .72 .15 
0 Nu rsing Process 31 .72 .19 
0 Teaching II .72 .16 
2 .73 .14 
7 .72 .16 
Psychiatric Mental Health II .72 .15 
0 An iety/Commun ication 7 .72 
.13 
0 Depressio n/Grief 7 .72 .15 
Clinical Concepts 38 .73 
.18 
0 cv 2 .73 
.16 
108 
0 Endocrine 4 .72 .2 
0 Gl 4 .72 . 16 
0 Skin I I .74 .18 
0 Musculoskeleta l 4 .73 .22 
0 Neuro 7 .71 .18 
0 Oncolo&ry 
2 .76 .12 
0 Operative 
4 .71 .19 
0 Physical Assessment 
4 .74 .18 
0 Respiratory 
4 .73 . 18 
Cr itical Th inking 96 .72 .17 
Therapeutic Communication 29 .72 ,17 
T herapeutic Nursing 73 .72 .17 
J nterventions 
Core Categories 100 .72 .18 
0 Assessment 33 .72 .18 
0 Critical Thinking 98 .72 .18 
0 Communication 33 .72 .17 
0 Technical Skills 49 .72 .18 
Core Knowledge 100 .72 .18 
0 Ethics 9 .71 
.2 
0 Hea lth Promotion/ Risk 51 .72 .18 
Prevention 
22 .73 .17 
0 lllness and disease 
Management 13 .72 .16 
0 Info rmation and Hea lth 
109 
Care teaching 
0 Hea lth Policy 24 .72 .18 
0 Human Diversity 9 .72 .18 
Ro le Development 100 .72 .18 
0 Manager of care 40 .72 .18 
0 Member of Professio n 7 .73 .19 
0 Provider of care 73 .72 .17 
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MEANS STANDARD DEV IATIONS AND RANGES FOR MMSS SINGLE ITEMS 
I l I 
Means, Standard Deviations and Ranges for MMSS Single Items 
Variable Remained Departed Total 
M SD Range M SD Range M SD Range 
Salary 3.9 .84 4 3.5 1.2 4 3.9 .90 4 
2 Vacation 3.7 .81 4 3.3 1.0 4 3.7 .86 4 
.., 
.> Benefits package (insurance . 4.2 .82 4 3.7 1.0 4 4.1 .87 4 
retirement) 
4 Hours that you work 4.0 .86 4 3.9 1.0 4 4.0 .88 4 
5 Flexibi lity in scheduling your 3.7 1.0 4 3.2 1.2 4 3.7 1.0 4 
hours 
6 Opportunity to work straight 3.8 1.0 4 3.6 1.0 4 3.7 1.0 4 
days 
7 Opportunity for part time work 3.3 .79 4 3.1 .77 4 3.3 .79 4 
8 Weekends off per month 3.7 l.l 4 3.6 1.2 4 3.6 1.0 4 
9 Flexibility in scheduling your 3.5 .96 4 3.5 1.2 4 3.5 1.0 4 
weekends off 
10 Compensation for working 2.8 1.3 4 2.8 1.2 4 2.8 1.3 4 
weekends 
I l Maternity leave time 3.2 .69 4 3. 1 .49 4 3.2 .67 4 
12 Child care facilities 2 .9 2.0 4 2.8 .78 4 2.9 .73 4 
13 Your immediate supervisor 4.3 .80 4 3.8 1.0 3 4.2 .85 4 
14 Your nursing peers 4.1 .78 4 3.9 .96 " J 4.1 .81 4 
15 The physicians you work with 3.7 .84 4 3.3 .99 4 3.6 .87 4 
16 The delivery of care method 4.0 .76 " J 3.8 .87 3 4.0 .78 3 
(e.g., f1metional , team, 
primary) 
17 Opportunities for social 3.8 .83 4 3.4 .88 3 3.7 .85 4 
contact at work 
18 Opportunities for social 3.4 .88 4. 3. 1 .80 3 3.4 .88 4 
contact with your colleagues 
after work 
19 Opportunities to interact 3.7 .8 1 4 3.3 1.1 4 3.7 .87 
4 
professionally with other 
112 
disc iplines 
20 Oppor1unities to interact with 3.3 .86 4 
nursing facu lty 
2.9 .74 4 3.2 .85 4 
21 Opportunities to belong to 3.5 .93 4 3.2 .88 4 3.5 1.0 4 
departmental and institutional 
committees 
22 Control over what goes on in 3.3 .87 4 3. 1 1.0 4 3.3 .90 4 
your work setting 
23 Opportunities for career 3.9 .88 4 3.5 1.0 4 3.8 .91 4 
advancement 
24 Recognition for your work 3.6 .9 1 4 3.3 J.l 4 3.6 .94 4 
from superiors 
25 Recognition of your work from 3.7 .88 4 3.5 1.0 4 3.7 .90 4 
peers 
26 /\mount of encouragement and 3.8 1.0 4 3.4 1.2 4 3.8 1.0 4 
positive feedback 
27 Opportunities to participate in 3.2 .8 1 4 3.0 .78 4 3.2 .8 1 4 
nursing research 
28 Opportunities to write and 3. 1 .73 4 2.9 .68 ... ) 3. 1 .73 4 
publish 
29 Your amount of responsibili ty 3.4 .9 1 4 3. 1 1.0 4 3.4 .92 4 
30 Your control over work 3.7 .8 1 4 3.6 .96 4 3.7 .83 4 
conditions 
3 1 Your participation in ... .., ) . .) .79 4 3.0 .97 4 3.3 .83 4 
organizationa l decis ion making 
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Table 5 
Mean SD and Range Gerber 's Control Over Nursing Practice Scale 
Variable Remained Departed Total 
M SD Range M so Range M so Range 
Evaluate current nursing 5.4 1.5 6 5.3 1.4 6 5.4 1.4 6 
practice and procedures 
2 Evaluate the outcomes of 5.6 1.2 6 5.3 1.6 6 5.6 1.3 6 
nursing care 
3 Consult with others when 6.0 1.1 6 5.7 1.4 6 6 1.1 6 
solving complex care 
problems 
4 Influence standards of 4.9 1.4 6 4.8 1.6 6 4.9 1.5 6 
nursing practice 
5 ModifY or adapt patient 4.8 1.5 6 4.5 1.8 6 4.7 1.5 6 
care procedures and 
protocols 
6 Implement nursing care 5.6 1.2 6 5.7 1.1 6 5.6 1.2 6 
in an efficient manner 
7 Provide holistic patient- 5.8 1.2 6 5.6 1.4 6 5.7 1.2 6 
centered care 
8 Plan strategies to meet 5.4 1.2 6 4.9 1.8 6 5.3 1.4 6 
my own deve lopmental 
needs 
9 Practice clinical skills to 5.8 1.2 6 5.2 1.8 6 5.7 1.3 6 
the best of my ab ility 
10 Analyze problems 5.6 1.3 6 5.4 1.4 6 5.6 1.3 6 
critically 
I 1 Plan care with other 5.2 1.5 6 4.7 1.8 6 5.1 1.5 6 
members of the health 
care team such as 
physicians, dietitians, 
therapists 
12 Act on my own decisions 5.2 1.3 6 
related to care giving 
4.4 1.8 6 5.1 1.4 6 
13 Be creative in the 5.2 1.3 6 4.6 1.7 6 5.1 1.4 6 
delivery of care 
14 Introduce new nursing 4.5 1.6 6 
practices and procedures 
4 1.7 6 4.4 1.6 6 
15 Identify problems in the 5.2 1.4 6 5 1.6 6 5.1 1.5 6 
delivery of nurs ing care 
16 Coordinate care activities 5.1 1.4 6 4.8 1.6 6 5 1.5 6 
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among various hea lth 
services 
17 Adjust plans of care to 5.5 1.3 6 4.8 1.7 6 5.3 1.4 6 
meet patients' changing 
needs 
18 Coordinate my time off 5.0 1.7 6 4.5 1.7 6 4.9 1.6 6 
duty 
19 Have the authority 5.2 1.3 6 4.6 1.6 6 5. 1 1.4 6 
needed to fu I fi II patient 
care responsibilities 
20 Obtain ass istance from 6.1 1.1 5 5.6 1.5 6 5.9 1.7 6 
other staff members when 
needed 
21 U e research findings to 5.2 1.4 6 4.9 1.8 6 5.2 1.6 6 
improve my nursing 
ractice 
11 6 
Appendix G 
HUMAN SUBJECTS APPROVAL 
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nyy 
tllffOII tAllAS HOUSTON 
Appr o •ed 09/26/2008 
Oclober 15,2009 
MS: Roscm:uy Pine 
OHi<e of Research 
6700 faMin SlrvOI 
Hou,lon, TX 77030.2343 
7 13·794 ·2480 Fox 713.794·2488 
College ofNu:rsmg- Rae langford Faculty Advisor 
6700 F&Julin S treet 
Houston, TX 77030 
Dear Ms. Pine : 
•predicting Departure of Bacca/aureote Pr epared GraJunt~ Nurri'T I'Jrt-.-lp..Jn .. r "'• 11 
Month Residency Program • 
l1lc above referenced study has been reviewed by the 1WU lnslt luhono1 ktne"W fiu.o.J (Ill") ... 
determmed 10 be exempt from funher review. 
Any changes 1n the study n1ust recc..ive review and approval pnnr tn a~lcmruLt.hon t:n!r• 'C!w . ....... 
is necessary fo r th e safety of subjects. In addition, you must mfonn the lkU o( ...r-. .. -
encbuntered during the study or of any new and s ognrficant rnformotu•r• tlut niO) ·~' • .-• 
participn.nl's safety or will ingness to continue in your s tudy. 
Srn=rely • 
.:r~ } R,.r ca f. 
Dr. Jo hn R.n<lchffe, I l,.u 
lns btulronal Rev~.,. S. ..,d ,..,._,.. 
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lnsltutJonal Review Board 
NOTIFICATION OF AMENDMENT (EXPEDITED) APPROVAL 
September 21, 2009 
From: 
Susan Miller. M.D .. M.P.H. 
Chair, TMHRIIRB 1 
To: Rosemary Pine, B N 
CC: 
Rosemary pjoo B N 
BE: Ame2 Pro0000217BofMS2_Pro00002178 (IBB080S.0251) 
Tille: Predlcllng the retention or new graduate nurses 
AMENDMENT APPROVAL DATE: Septem~ 21, 2009 
The ln&titutional Review Board has reviewed your amendment submission dated 9/1812009, to the above numbered prolocol 
and the following changes 'have been FUU Y APPROVED. . • 
• Change the number of partiqiants in lhe siudy from 200 to 500 
Please note that prior to starting any expeiiments, It Is your responslbilily to give a copy of this document to aU research 
personnel Involved in the project and to disruss the project with each employee. Please ensure that only the most current IBB 
appiOYod consent may be used cUing the study. 
If you have any questions or comments, please contact the Office of Beseaich Protection at 713-+41-5847 or 713-441-5837or 
come to MGJ4-010. · 
Sincerely, 
Susan Miller. M D .. M.P.H. 
This e·fflllllls the properTy of The Methodist Hospital and/or Its relevant atrll/ates and may contain conndentlal and 
prlvll~ m11terfal for the self! IJSt! of tilt! Intended l't!dplent(s), Any review, use, dlstrfbut/on or dlsCiosure by others Is 
strlctly prohlbltt!d. If you are not the lntenckd rt!dpient (or authorlLt!d to recelVt! for the recipient), please cont2ct the 
se~der 1nd delete 11/1 copies of the message. Thank you, 
The Methodist Hospital Research Institute 
6565 Fannin Street 
Houston, TX 77030 
(713-441-1261) 
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' . 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
Dr. Rae Langford 
Rosemary Pine 
IRB 
October 6, 2009 
TEXAS WOMAN'S UNIVERSITY 
DENTON DAllAS HOUSTON 
6700 Fannin, Houston, Texas 77030 713/794-2480 
SUBJECT : Modification to currently approved proposal 
Proposal Title: "Predicting the departure and retention of baccalaureate prepared nurses" 
Your modifications, as per your attached memo of September 18, 2009 to the currently IRB 
approved protocols have been approved. 
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Rosemary Pine 
1011 Sugardale Court 
Sugar land, TX 77498 
September 18, 2009 
Dr. John Radcliffe 
Chair, IRB • Houston 
Texas Woman's University 
Office o f Research 
6700 Fannin 
Houst on, TX 77030 
Re: Amendment to "Predicting the d eparture and retention of baccalaureate 
prepared graduate nurses" 
Dear Dr. Radcliff: 
Please accept this reques t for an amendment to the above listed study. 1 am requesting 
that I be permitted to change the number of participants in the study from 200 to 500. 
Type of Amendment Description of Revision Rationale for Revision 
Add additional The re are approximately 500 Completion of dissertation 
subJects (SOO) additional s ubjects 
I have received TMHRI approval for the extens1on of the study and have applied for an 
amendment through TMHRI. Please see enclosure indicating continuing approval from 
TMHRI. 
You Ciln reach me by phone at 713 -44-4527 or 281-513-7059 or by e-mail at 
rpine@tmhs.org or roslepinc1@gmail.com. 
Thank you for your time. 1 look forwa rd to hearing from you. 
Sincerely, 
~L 
Rosemary Pine 
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